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ABSTRACT 

 

On-chip Group and Phase Velocity Control for 

Classical and Quantum Optical Devices 

 

Serdar Kocaman 
 

 

We present group and phase velocity control for the photonic integrated circuits 

with an emphasis on two-dimensional photonic crystal devices in this thesis. We describe 

the theory, analytical and numerical designs, and experimental characterization of silicon 

nanophotonic devices both in classical and quantum space. These devices which include 

negatively refractive photonic crystals, coherently interacting nano-resonators, power 

splitters, and interferometers provide phase-delay and time-delay tunability that lead to 

new functionalities in photonic integrated circuits for on-chip information processing, 

optical computation and communications. The high performance designs are all 

compatible with CMOS fabrication processes and can be easily integrated for infrared 

telecommunication applications. 

Here, we study photonic crystals in terms of the wavelengths at which they are 

transparent as well as they have a band-gap. This is particularly important in this work as 

most of the research on photonic crystals to date has focused more on the band gaps, 

ignoring effects that occur in transparent wavelengths. We show that a number of 



 
 

applications such as zero-phase delay lines and adjustable filters can be realized based on 

their polarization-dependent properties and nontrivial phase effects in the transparent 

region and dynamic storage of light can be achieved via optical analogue of 

electromagnetically induced transparency in an originally non-transmitting wavelength 

region. 
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Figure 2.1 | SEM images and band diagram of the photonic crystal. a, SEM of a 

sample, showing the PhC layer with with a=423 nm, r/a = 0.276, and t/a = 0.756 (the 

scale bar = 5 µm). b. first Brillouin zones of the hexagonal photonic crystal. c, Band 

diagram of the PhC with the parameters given in The TM-like (TE-like) photonic bands 

are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. The light cone is denoted by the green lines. 

d, A zoom-in of the spectral domain corresponding to experimental region of interest. 

Experiments were performed in the spectral region marked by the two horizontal dashed 

lines. The effective refractive indices corresponding TM-like bands are determined from 

the relation k= ω|n|(note that for the second band the effective index of refraction is 

negative since k decreases with ω [13] 

 

Figure 2.2 | Band diagram change with radius. a-f Band diagram change of the PhC 

with respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept constant at 0.744. Radius  scanned 

from 0.255a to 0.305a.  

 
 
Figure 2.3 | Effective index change with radius. a-f Effective change of the PhC with 

respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept constant at 0.744. Radius  scanned from 

0.255a to 0.305a.  
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Figure 2.4 | Band diagram change with thickness. a-e Band diagram change of the 

PhC with respect to radius (t/a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. Thickness  is 

scanned from 0.255a to 0.305a.  

 
 
Figure 2.5 | Index change with thickness. a-e Index change of the PhC with respect to 

radius (t/a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. Thickness is scanned from 

0.255a to 0.305a.  

 
 
Figure 2.6 | Band diagram change with period. a-e Band diagram change of the PhC 

with respect to radius (a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744 . Thickness  is scanned from 0.255a to 0.305a. In numerical 

calculations, t/a and r/a are changed together at the same rate so that effectively period 

variation is obtained. As expected the both bands scale with a and band-gaps widen as a 

increases.  

 
 
Figure 2.7 | Effective index change with period. a-e Effective index change of the PhC 

with respect to radius (a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744 . Thickness is scanned from 0.255a to 0.305a. In numerical calculations, 

t/a and r/a are changed together at the same rate so that effectively period variation is 

obtained. As expected the both bands scale with a and band-gaps widen as a increases.  
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Figure 2.8 | Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to parameter variations. 

a, Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744. Three of the many calculations for different r/a are shown here. The 

TM-like bands are plotted only. As r/a increases, TE-like bands shifts more and both TE-

like and TM-like band-gaps widen. Y axis on the right is calculated for a = 430nm. b, 

Same as in a, but for thickness (t/a) change. r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. As t/a 

increases, TM-like bands shifts more and band-gaps widen. c, Same as in a, but for 

period (a) change. In numerical calculations, t/a and r/a are changed together at the same 

rate so that effectively period variation is obtained. As expected the both bands scale with 

a and band-gaps widen as a increases. In three figures, the red (dashed) line corresponds 

to the same design with r = 120 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm.  

 
 
Figure 3.1 | Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and SEM images of 

the fabricated device. a, Schematic representation of the MZI. L1~850 µm and L2~250 

µm. b, SEM of a fabricated superlattice with 7 super-periods. Each PhC layer contains 7 

unit cells of PhC (d1=2.564 µm, Λ=4.51 µm) with a=423 nm, r/a = 0.276, and t/a = 0.756 

(the scale bar = 5 µm). c, SEM of a sample, showing only the PhC layer with same 

parameters as in b (the scale bar = 10 µm). d, Near-field image of a supperlattice with 

each PhC layer containing 9 unit cells (d1=3.297 µm) (the scale bar = 2.5 µm). e, SEM of 

the Y-branch with a zoomed-in image in the inset (the scale bar = 25 µm). 
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Figure 3.2 | Schematic representation of the photonic superlattice. There are two 

Brillouin zones defined as follows: one for the hexagonal photonic crystal lattice and one 

for the photonic superlattice. a is the lattice period and r is the radius of the holes forming 

the hexagonal lattice. d1 is the length of the PhC layer and d2 is the length of the PIM 

region. d1 + d1=Λ is equal to the superperiod (SP) of the photonic superlattice. 

 
 
Figure 3.3 | Band diagram of the PhC and the calculated effective index. a, Band 

diagram of the PhC with the parameters given in Fig. 3.1. Insets: first Brillouin zones of 

the hexagonal PhC (top) and the 1D superlattice (bottom). The TM-like (TE-like) 

photonic bands are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. The light cone is denoted by 

the green lines. b, A zoom-in of the spectral domain corresponding to experimental 

region of interest. Experiments were performed in the spectral region marked by the two 

horizontal lines. c, Calculated effective index of refraction of the PhC, corresponding to 

the two TM-like bands shown in Fig. 3.2b. Insets: zoom-in of the two bands. d, Black 

(solid) line: MZI transmission with 100 unit cells of PhC on one arm and an 

homogeneous slab waveguide on the other arm. Red (dashed) line: transmission spectrum 

for non-MZI PhC superlattice with 60 unit cells. 

 
 
Figure 3.4 Mach-Zehnder interferences with negative refraction PhCs. a, Band 

diagram shifts to lower frequency when the r/a ratio changes. Blue is the original design 

and gray is the design with r/a=0.236.  c. Red line: MZI transmission with 62 unit cells of 

PhC on one arm with r/a=0.283 and 62 unit cells of PhC with r/a=0.236 on the other arm; 



 
 

ix 
 

the lattice period (a) is the same in both cases. Blue (grey) line: Transmission spectrum 

for PhC superlattice with r/a=0.283 (0.236) and 80 unit cells of PhC. Different index 

differences (∆n) from 1525 nm to 1550 nm and from 1580 nm to 1615 nm give different 

phase difference (φ) and different interference output.  

 
 
Figure 3.5 Infrared images pertaining to the experiments corresponding to Fig3c. i-

iii is taken from the reference arm containing a PhC structure with r/a=0.236 and iv-vi is 

taken from the device arm where the ratio r/a=0.283. In all the images the input beam is 

impinging onto the structure from the right, which means that light scattering at the left 

facet of the device indicates light transmission. 

 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Transmission for a superlattice with d2/d1= 0.746, containing 7, 11 and 15 

unit cells in each PhC slab. 3 stacks in the PhC superlattice are used in the case when the 

PhC layers contain 11 and 15 unit cells, and 5 stacks for the case of PhC layers with 7 

unit cells. (b) The same as in a), but d2/d1 = 0.794. (c) Transmission for a superlattice 

with d2/d1= 0.794, containing 3, 5 and 8 stacks. Each PhC layer contains 7 unit cells. (d) 

Transmission trough a PhC slab containing 15, 30 and 45 unit cells. All results are 

obtained through full 3D FDTD numerical simulations.   
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Figure 3.7. Fabricated photonic superlattice on a silicon-on-insulator substrate through 

deep-UV lithography. (a) SEM of a fabricated sample with 8 stacks, whose PhC slab 

layer has a length of d1 = 3.5√3 a. (b) SEM of the PhC region of the superlattice.  

 
 
Figure 3.8 (a) Measured transmission for a superlattice with d2/d1= 0.746, with 7 unit 

cells in the PhC layers and 5 stacks; for comparison, results of numerical simulations are 

also shown. (b) The same as in a), but for a superlattice with 0.794. (c) Example of near-

infrared top-view image of a device with 3 stacks, from transmission measurement at 

1550 nm. Superimposed are the locations of the negative refraction PhC and positive 

index material in the superlattice. Scale bar: 2 µm. (d) Measured transmission for a 

superlattice with d2/d1= 0.746, with 3, 5 and 8 stacks and 7 unit cells in the PhC layers. 

Both gaps become deeper as the number of stacks increases. 

 
 
Figure 3.9 A time-averaged steady-state distribution of the field intensity, |E|

2, 

corresponding to a propagating mode with different wavelengths within the experimental 

region. 

 

Figure 3.10 Near-field scanning optical microscopy of zero- n  superlattices. a,  Near-

field image of a zero- n   device that has 9 unit cells in each PhC layer at λ=1535 nm (in 

the center of the gap). b, Same as in a at λ=1560 nm (in the high transmission). Scattering 
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occurs at the edge of the PhC/PIM interfaces and is an indicative of transmission. Scale 

bar: 2.5 µm. 

 

Figure 3.11 Experimental verification of period-invariance and tunability of zero- n  

bandgaps. a, Experimental verification of the zero- n  bandgap in superlattices with 

varying period (Λ). The ratio d2/d1 =0.74 and Λ=4.46 µm for black (solid), 5.74 µm for 

red (dashed), and 7.01 µm for green (dotted) curves (a.u. arbitrary units). The lightly 

shaded regions in all panels denote the negative index regions. b, Same as in a, but for 

d2/d1 =0.76. Λ=4.51 µm for black (solid), 5.80 µm for red (dashed), and 7.09 µm for 

green (dotted) curves. c, Transmission spectra for superlattices with d2/d1 =0.76, 

containing 5, 6, and 7 unit cells (UC). Each PhC layer contains 7 unit cells (d1=2.564 µm , 

Λ=4.51µm). d, Same as in a, but for d2/d1 =0.78. Λ=4.56 µm for black (solid), 5.87µm for 

red (dashed), and 7.17 µm for green (dotted) curves. e, Same as in a, but for d2/d1 =0.80. 

Λ=4.61 µm for black (solid), 5.93 µm for red (dashed), and 7.25 µm for green (dotted) 

curves. f, Calculated effective index of refraction for the superlattices with the ratios in a, 

b, d, and e. The wavelengths at which the average index of refraction cancels agree very 

well with the measured values. 

Figure 3.12 Schematic representation of the device modification induced by adding 

a superperiod. a, Integrated MZI of a device with 2 superperiods and a channel 

waveguide. b, Device modifications after the third superperiod is added. The length of 
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the channel waveguide remains the same so as the effect of the additional superperiod is 

isolated. 

 

Figure 3.13 Phase measurements. a, Output of the MZI with increasing number of 

superperiods (5, 6, and 7 SP) on one arm and with length-adjusted single mode channel 

waveguides on the other arm. Each PhC layer contains 7 unit cells (d1=2.564 µm) and 

d2/d1 =0.78. b, Same as in a, but for d2/d1 =0.8. c, Same as in b, with each PhC layer 

containing 9 unit cells (d1=3.297 µm). 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Free spectral range wavelength dependence corresponding to 

superlattices in Fig. 4. a-c, Free spectral range extracted from the data in Fig. 4a-c. At 

the zero- n  bandgap wavelength, the free spectral range converges to the same value, 

which proves the zero phase contribution from the added superperiods. 

 

Figure 3.15 | Transmission spectra calculated for different values of the disorder 

parameter σ. The inset shows the expanded transmission spectra. a, The structural 

disorder is introduced by randomly changing the radius of the holes in the PhC sections 

of the superlattice. b, The structural disorder is generated by randomly perturbing the 

location of the holes. c, Influence of lattice disorder (parameter σ) on the transmission 

spectra. Color bar indicates the transmission scaling.  
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Figure 4.1 | Electromagnetically induced transperancy (EIT) and its optical 

analogue a, Destructive interference between two excitation pathways to the upper level: 

direct |1>-|3> and indirect |1>-|3>-|2>-|3> causes the electromagnetically induced 

transperancy window (EIT) between two dressed states |3d> and |2d>. b, Coherent 

interference between two optical pathways: |A> and |B> causes the EIT window between 

two optical resonances. c, Strong refractive index dispersion results slow light 

propagation at EIT peak. d, Strong group index dispersion results slow group velocity at 

optical EIT peak. 

 

Figure 4.2 | Schematic and calculated ouput spectrum of L3 coupled cavity system. a, 

Simplified model of the system which is consisting of four point-defect cavities in a 2D 

PC slab. b, Calculated output spectrum of the coupled cavity system where there is 

tranperancy window. c, Calculated temporal response of the system with the transmission 

in b.   

 

Figure 4.3 | Schematic  for multi coupled cavity system. The concept of optical EIT 

can be generalized into optical multiple EIT. Similar to N-level cascade atomic systems 

(N−2 areas of EIT transparency windows), all-optical EIT with two coupled resonators 

can also be generalized into N resonators. 
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Figure 4.4 | Theory, simulation, fabrication and experiment of L3 coupled cavity 

system. a, Simplified model of the system which is consisting of four point-defect 

cavities in a 2D PC slab. b, Ey field intensity of coupled-cavity transparency mode 

between two L3 cavities. c, SEM of the fabricated sample with a = 420 nm; r = 0.261a; t 

= 0.595a. Each cavity is tuned (S1 = 0.15a) for high intrinsic Q. Scale bar: 2µm. d, 

Example of near-infrared top view image of 2 cavities with very close resonant frequency. 

 

Figure 4.5 | Thermo-optical tuning; a, Two 532 nm continuous wave lasers with a 5 

µm spot size at a cavity and interconnecting waveguide region are used for thermal 

tunning. Refractive index change is 1.85x10-4 / K at 300 K and we estimate 16 K 

temperature rise per milliwatt pump. Pump positions and powers are carefully selected to 

precisely control the resonant frequencies and the phase between the cavities in order to 

get the ideal coherent interference. b-f, Transmission spectrum change with increasing 

power in laser # 1 in a, assuming the phase condition is matched. g-k, Transmission 

spectrum change with increasing power in laser # 2 in a, assuming the detuning condition 

is matched.  

 

Figure 4.6 | Experimental Setup. The straight lines represent optical fibers and dashed 

lines are coaxial cables. A high speed electro-optic modulator generates a sinusoidal 

probe beam of 1 GHz.  
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Figure 4.7 | Picture of the measurement setup. Laboratory environment is seen when 

there are XYZ stages to measure the transmission and external pump laser to locally tune 

the chip for desired conditions. 

 

Figure 4.8 | Coupled mode theory calculations and the experimental results for two 

cavity system. a. Two resonances are close enough and the coherent interference occurs. 

b. Measured and theoretical optical delay corresponding to a with; 17.1ps. 

 

Figure 4.9 | Coupled mode theory calculations and the experimental results for two 

cavity system. a. Three resonances are close enough and the coherent interference occurs. 

b. Measured and theoretical optical delay corresponding to a with; 16.48 and 13.29 ps. 

 

Figure 4.10 | Comparison between coupled mode theory calculations and the 

experimental results. Measured and theoretical transmission line shapes with various 

detuning and the phase differences. a. Cavity resonances are carefully adjusted and there 

is not transparency window. b-c. Three resonances are close enough and the coherent 

interference occurs. f-g. Measured and theoretical optical delay corresponding to b-c with 

17.1ps for b and 16.48 and 13.29 for c. d-h. Histogram of the delay values in f-g where 

the values for the transparency frequencies are distinctive. 

 

Figure 5.1 | Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and band diagram 

of the PhC. a, Schematic representation of the MZI. Right inset; SEM of a sample, 
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showing the PhC layer with with a=423 nm, r/a = 0.276, and t/a = 0.756 (the scale bar = 

5 µm). Left inset; a zoomed-in SEM of the Y-branch. b, Band diagram of the PhC with 

the parameters given in a. Inset: first Brillouin zones of the hexagonal PhC. The TM-like 

(TE-like) photonic bands are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. The light cone is 

denoted by the green lines. c, A zoom-in of the spectral domain corresponding to 

experimental region of interest. Experiments were performed in the spectral region 

marked by the two horizontal dashed lines. The effective refractive indices corresponding 

TM-like bands are determined from the relation k= ω|n|(note that for the second band the 

effective index of refraction is negative since k decreases with ω [23] 

 

Figure 5.2 | Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to parameter variations. 

a, Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744. Three of the many calculations for different r/a are shown here. The 

TM-like bands are plotted only. As r/a increases, TE-like bands shifts more and both TE-

like and TM-like band-gaps widen. Y axis on the right is calculated for a = 430nm. b, 

Same as in a, but for thickness (t/a) change. r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. As t/a 

increases, TM-like bands shifts more and band-gaps widen. c, Same as in a, but for 

period (a) change. In numerical calculations, t/a and r/a are changed together at the same 

rate so that effectively period variation is obtained. As expected the both bands scale with 

a and band-gaps widen as a increases. In three figures, the red (dashed) line corresponds 

to the same design with r = 120 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm.  
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Figure 5.3 | Experimental observation of high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band-

reject filters. a, Transmission spectrum for the designs on the two arms of the MZI in 

Figure 1a. Green (solid) line: Transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 100 nm, t = 

320 nm and a = 430 nm. Red (dashed) line: Transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 

120nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm. b, MZI transmission with the designs in a on the two 

arms of the MZI with both 68 unit cells of PhC. Transmission is high (low) for the 

wavelengths between 1580 and 1620 nm (1520 and 1560 nm), a high pass filter. c, Same 

as in b but for 76 unit cells of PhC. Transmission is low (high) for the wavelengths 

between 1580 and 1620 nm (1520 and 1560 nm), a low pass filter. d, Same as in a but 

Green (solid) line for r = 112 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 410 nm, red (dashed) line for r = 

100nm, t = 320 nm and a = 410 nm. e, MZI transmission with the designs in d on the two 

arms of the MZI with both 100 unit cells of PhC. Transmission is high for the band 

between 1535 and 1550 nm, a band pass filter. f, Same as in e but for 130 unit cells of 

PhC. Transmission is low for the band between 1535 and 1550 nm, a band reject filter. 

 

Figure 5.4 | Observation of multi-level response filter. a, Transmission spectrum for 

the designs on the two arms of the MZI in Figure 1a. Green (solid) line: Transmission of 

80 unit cells of PhC with r = 100 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 420nm. Red (dashed) line: 

Transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 115 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 420nm. b, MZI 

transmission with the designs in a on the two arms of the MZI with both 70 unit cells of 

PhC. Transmission has three levels; first level is between 1520 nm and 1560 nm where 
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both designs have negative index values, second level is between 1575 nm and 1590 nm 

where first design has positive index, second design has negative index and the third level 

is between 1600nm and 1620 nm where both designs have positive index.  

 

Figure 6.1 | Three dimensional photonic crystal band diagram and fabrication 

results; a, Diamond lattice b, Simulation of a diomand-like lattice type which enables to 

obtain three dimensional structure layer by layer. c, Band diagram of the structure which 

is shown in b with the parameters radius/period = 0.33 length/period = 0.7  epsilon =30. 

Flat equal frequency surface means there is self-collimation at that wavelength. d, 

Fabricated sample with the parameters fixed with simulation. e, Equal frequency surface 

is convex and bigger than the one for air; indicative of negative refraction with body 

centered cubic lattice. f, Equal frequency surface is flat; indicative of self-collimation 

with body centered cubic lattice 

 

Figure 6.2 | SWAP gate configuration with integrated photonics elements; a, The 

schematic of the SWAP gate where there are three CNOT gates with first and last one is 

of the same kind. Here we use, Momentum-CNOT, Polarization C-NOT, Momentum-

CNOT.  b, Simulation results for the P-CNOT gate where we need different polarizations 

leave the directional coupler from different port; polarizing directional coupler. c, 

Fabricated chip where we see the on-chip P-CNOT gate. d, On-chip polarization rotator 

for the M-CNOT gate design. The input and output waveguides have cross sections that 

are 200nmX400nm and 400nmx200nm respectively. e, Mode converter for M-CNOT 
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gate. The only difference between mode converter and polarization rotator is that the tip 

is in the middle so there is not polarization rotation. 

 

Figure 6.3 |Experimental setup for c-phase gate; a, Experimental configuration for 

state tomography. b, First C-Phase gate design. There are three vertical levels. First and 

the third level, the reflectivity is 0 for one polarization and 1 for the opposite polarization. 

In the second level, the reflectivity is 1/3 for the corresponding polarization. c, Second C-

Phase gate design, two levels where in the first (second) level we have reflectivity of 1 

(1/3) for one polarization and 1/3 (1) for the other polarization. 

Figure 6.4 | State tomography calculations.  Theoretically expected  output density 

matrix for the input state 
( )VViVHiHVHHin +++=Ψ

2
1

 
 

Figure 6.5 |Experimental setup and measurements for characterization of the 

quantum gates; a, Experimental setup that is only for detecting the number pairs 

generated from the spontaneous parametric down conversion. b, Experimental results that 

shows more than 1000 coincidence counts per second in the free space. c, Experimental 

setup that is for detecting the number pairs generated from the spontaneous parametric 

down conversion after chip. b, Experimental results that shows 6 coincidence counts per 

second after chip. 
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Introduction 
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1.1 Integrated Photonics in Silicon 
 
 Reduction in the feature sizes of the electronic devices has become challenging 

due to high power consumption and electromagnetic interface. In the recent years 

photonics has become a promising alternative as information processing in the optical 

domain has advantages in terms of the bandwidth, power consumption, etc. To be able to 

confine and control photons at the nanometer scale allows for many unique opportunities 

for classical and quantum information processing. Thus, integrated photonics [1-5] is the 

optical analogue of microelectronics for integrated circuits and silicon is the main 

semiconductor chosen for photonic integrated circuits due to the low-cost and high 

performance in optical communication systems with the CMOS compatibility, telecom 

wavelength support and high-index contrast (better light confinement) [6-9]. 

An enormous variety of technological developments become possible when the 

materials that respond to light waves are engineered over a desired range of frequencies 

to get certain behaviors such as allowing them to propagate only in certain directions, or 

confining them within a specified volume. Indeed, remarkable advancements have been 

demonstrated by several groups in order to realize the fundamental components of the 

silicon photonic integrated circuits, such as waveguides, directional couplers, splitters 

and add/drop filters [10-17] as well as the devices that require active functionalities like 

electro-optic modulators, all optical switches and wavelength converters [18-27].  

Photonic crystals are periodic structures of dielectric media that allow control of 

light on wavelength-sized length scales and these structures with a focus on two-
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dimensional photonic crystal slabs has become one of the most promising platforms in 

photonic devices with unique advantageous from the strong light confinement and 

enhanced light-matter interaction [28-32].  

In addition, although the idea of a quantum computer was initially proposed more 

than hundred years ago [33] and it has been shown that a quantum computer is more 

capable at solving many problems [34, 35], the realization has only been applied to some 

trivial problems so far. The practical implementations of a quantum computer require 

efficient scalability and one of the best alternative for this is using the linear optical 

elements that have been discussed above [36,37]. 

Actively tunable time/phase delay lines where chip-scale implementations can 

provide scalability, integration, low-power dissipation and large bandwidths is certainly a 

huge step towards future photonic integrated circuits and as the title states, we aimed in 

this thesis to explore silicon based devices that can have phase velocity and group 

velocity control in photonic integrated circuits for both classical and quantum based 

optical devices. The sections have been outlined below. 

1.2 Thesis organization  

Devices that can lead to new functionalities in photonic integrated circuits for on-

chip information processing, optical computation and communications have been 

analyzed in terms of theory, numerical simulations and experimental characterization in 

this thesis. These devices include negatively refractive photonic crystals, coherently 
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interacting nano-resonators, power splitters, and interferometers and it has been shown 

that phase delay and group delay control can be achieved.  

In Chapter 2, two dimensional photonic crystal slabs which are used in many of 

the devices here have been studied in terms of their band diagram. We present the results 

of the vast numerical simulations that show how the photonic band diagram is engineered 

and the desired characteristic is obtained at the target wavelength.  

In Chapter 3, negative and zero refraction indices and their applications in 

photonic crystal devices have been presented. Here, we used finite difference time 

domain simulations extensively for all our devices before fabrication and testing. The 

origin of negative refraction in photonic crystals is explained and different examples are 

showed in near infrared regions. More importantly, one unique type of photonic crystal is 

for the first time obtained by alternating layers of negative index materials and positive 

index materials which has as an omnidirectional bandgap that is insensitive to the wave 

polarization, angle of incidence, structure periodicity, and structural disorder. These 

structures also provide super-collimation. Next, we have demonstrated zero-phase delay 

in negative-positive refractive index superlattices. We have shown the zero-phase 

transmission by performing interferometric phase measurements of waves propagating in 

MZI containing such binary. Our results highlight the rich photonic functionality of near-

zero index materials and their tremendous technological potential in chip-scale 

transmission lines, engineering of phase radiation pattern of antennae, phase-insensitive 

image processing techniques, and near-field optical spectroscopy. 
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In Chapter 4, all-optical analogue to electromagnetically induced transparency 

(EIT) and the group velocity slow down studied in an optical system consisting of 

photonic crystal nanocavities side-coupled to a waveguide. Through thermo-optic tuning 

of wavelength detuning and phase difference between these coupled nanocavities, EIT-

like coherent interference is realized and associated time delay are measured. The 

designed EIT like optical systems are analyzed well through the coupled-mode equations. 

These results can be used for realization of all-optical stopping of light. 

In Chapter 5, we show how we can use the devices we have introduced in the 

integrated photonics and we demonstrate chip-scale flat-top filters in near infrared 

wavelength using negative index photonic crystal based Mach Zehnder interferometers. 

Supported by three-dimensional numerical simulations; we experimentally show how one 

can engineer high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band reject filters by designing the 

photonic band diagram using the results of Chapter 2 in terms of both band-gap and away 

from band-gap frequencies for different polarizations. We further demonstrate that our 

approach can be used to have filters that have tunable multi-level response for different 

sections of the spectrum. This configuration enables deterministic control of the 

bandwidth and the rejection ratio of the filters for integrated photonic circuits. 

Finally in Chapter 6, we discuss how these devices can be useful for classical and 

quantum optical devices. In the classical side, we have showed that by using same kind of 

techniques, one can obtain negative refraction and self collimation in three dimensional 

photonic crystals too. We have used body centered cubic and diamond-like lattice types 

in the microwave region. In order to fabricate these three dimensional photonic crystals, a 
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special method used and the three dimensional structures have been fabricated layer by 

layer. In addition, we discuss about linear optical quantum computing structures where 

both phase delay and group delay control are very important are presented. We designed 

swap and c-phase gates that perform fundamental operations in quantum computing. We 

fabricated and tested the components in these devices. These results are important due to 

the fact that continued progress in computing and signal amplification in communication 

will require scalable systems that can perform basic quantum information processing 

functions. 

1.3 Publications  

The key results from thesis have been published in the following papers; 

• S. Kocaman, et. al, “Zero phase delay in negaitve-index photonic crystal 

superlattices”, Nature Photonics 5 , 499 (2011)  

• S. Kocaman, et. al, “Observations of temporal group delays in slow-light multiple 

coupled photonic crystal cavities”, Appl. Phys. Lett. 96, 221111 (2010) 

• S. Kocaman, et. al, “Observations of zero-order bandgaps in negative-index 

photonic crystal superlattices at the near-infrared”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 203905 

(2009) 

• S. Kocaman, et. al, “On-chip filters based on negative-index photonic crystal 

interferometers”, submitted under review (2011). 
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2.1 Introduction 

Dielectric materials which are periodic in one dimension have been introduced as 

frequency filters for electromagnetic (EM) radiation decades ago [1]. Then, with the 

invention of photonic crystals in the late 1980s [2, 3] wavelength-scale periodicity in two 

and three dimensions allowed researchers study many new phenomena [4-10].  

In this chapter, we have designed the photonic crystal band structure. The band 

diagram in Fig. 1b is calculated by using RSoft’s BandSOLVE that implements a 

numerical method based on the plane wave expansion of the electromagnetic field. 3D 

simulations have been performed to calculate 30 bands and for each band the 

corresponding values of the effective refractive index have also been determined. In all 

these numerical simulations a convergence tolerance of 10-8 has been used. The photonic 

bands have been divided into transverse magnetic like (TM-like) and transverse electric 

like (TE-like), according to their parity symmetry. The design parameters are the 

thickness of the slab, t, the radius of the holes, r, and the period of the photonic crystal, a, 

which is conventionally used as the normalization factor in the frequency axis.  

2.2 Band diagram design 

We have taken our initial parameters from our recent study [15] and varied t, r 

and a one at a time with small incremental steps as it will cover the experimental range 

and observed the dependence of the band diagram to each of them.  
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Figure 2.1 | SEM images and band diagram of the photonic crystal. a, SEM of a 

sample, showing the PhC layer with with a=423 nm, r/a = 0.276, and t/a = 0.756 (the 

scale bar = 5 µm). b. first Brillouin zones of the hexagonal photonic crystal. c, Band 

diagram of the PhC with the parameters given in The TM-like (TE-like) photonic bands 

are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. The light cone is denoted by the green lines. 

d, A zoom-in of the spectral domain corresponding to experimental region of interest. 

Experiments were performed in the spectral region marked by the two horizontal dashed 

lines. The effective refractive indices corresponding TM-like bands are determined from 

the relation k= ω|n|(note that for the second band the effective index of refraction is 

negative since k decreases with ω [13] 

The hexagonal photonic structures region (Fig. 2.1a) is made of air holes etched 

into a dielectric Si slab (nSi=3.48), with lattice period a = 423 nm and slab thickness t = 

320 nm, placed on top of a silica substrate (nSiO2=1.46). The band diagram of the 

photonic crystal with a hole-to-lattice constant (r/a) ratio of 0.283 (r ~ 120 nm) is shown 
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in Fig. 1c-d (see below for detailed discussion on band diagram). The two-dimensional 

(2D) hexagonal photonic crystal has a negative index within the spectral band of 0.27 to 

0.278, in normalized frequency of ωa/2πc, or 1520 nm to 1566 nm wavelengths, such as 

reported earlier for near-field imaging [15]. Here, the effective index of refraction is 

negative since k decreases with ω [13]. It should be noted that the definition of this phase 

index of refraction is with respect to the wavevector in the first Brillouin zone by 

following the vast literature [17, 18]. Alternative definitions can also be used, such as the 

wavevector of the plane wave with the largest amplitude in the Fourier series 

decomposition of the Bloch mode [19], however our approach is a convenient method to 

analyze the phase properties of the optical modes of the photonic crystal.    

2.3 Results 

Results are summarized below. Note that, within our operating wavelength range 

(Fig. 1d) mainly there are two TM-like bands, one with positive refractive index and the 

other one with negative refractive index, and an almost complete TE-like bandgap. Thus 

the summary analysis here only shows TM polarization for the sake of simplicity 

however the dependence of the TE bands has also been studied.  
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2.3.1 Band diagram design with radius change 

Figure 2.2-2.3 shows TM band diagram with r variation where the bands shift to 

higher frequency with increasing r/a ratio and the band gaps broaden since we the 

dielectric contrast distribution has been modified [4]. The shifts in the TE bands were 

more than the shift in TM bands. This is due to the fact that TE modes are more planer 

than TM modes and are more sensitive to r/a change. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 | Band diagram change with radius. a-f Band diagram change of the PhC 

with respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept constant at 0.744. Radius  scanned 

from 0.255a to 0.305a.  
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Figure 2.3 | Effective index change with radius. a-f Effective change of the PhC with 

respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept constant at 0.744. Radius  scanned from 

0.255a to 0.305a.  

2.3.2 Band diagram design with thickness change 

Figure 2.4-2.5 shows t variation where this time bands shift to lower frequency 

with increasing t/a ratio but the band gaps still broaden. In this case, the shifts in the TM 

bands were more than the shift in TE bands and the reason is that TM modes are more 

vertical and more sensitive to t/a change. 
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Figure 2.4 | Band diagram change with thickness. a-e Band diagram change of the 

PhC with respect to radius (t/a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. Thickness  is 

scanned from 0.255a to 0.305a.  
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Figure 2.5 | Index change with thickness. a-e Index change of the PhC with respect to 

radius (t/a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. Thickness is scanned from 

0.255a to 0.305a.  

2.3.3 Band diagram design with period change 

Finally we have varied a. In order to be able to see the variation better, this time 

we have plotted our results in wavelength instead of the normalized frequency in Fig. 2.6-

2.7. As expected, the band diagram scales up with the period of the photonic crystal and 

bands shift to higher wavelength with increasing a. 
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Figure 2.6 | Band diagram change with period. a-e Band diagram change of the PhC 

with respect to radius (a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744 . Thickness  is scanned from 0.255a to 0.305a. In numerical 

calculations, t/a and r/a are changed together at the same rate so that effectively period 

variation is obtained. As expected the both bands scale with a and band-gaps widen as a 

increases.  
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Figure 2.7 | Effective index change with period. a-e Effective index change of the PhC 

with respect to radius (a) change, r/a has been kept constant at 0.279, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744 . Thickness is scanned from 0.255a to 0.305a. In numerical calculations, 

t/a and r/a are changed together at the same rate so that effectively period variation is 

obtained. As expected the both bands scale with a and band-gaps widen as a increases.  
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2.4 Discussion 

Results of three simulations from each case are summarized in the Fig. 2.8. Note 

again that summary analysis here only shows TM polarization for the sake of simplicity 

however the dependence of the TE bands has also been studied above. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.8 | Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to parameter variations. 

a, Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744. Three of the many calculations for different r/a are shown here. The 

TM-like bands are plotted only. As r/a increases, TE-like bands shifts more and both TE-

like and TM-like band-gaps widen. Y axis on the right is calculated for a = 430nm. b, 

Same as in a, but for thickness (t/a) change. r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. As t/a 

increases, TM-like bands shifts more and band-gaps widen. c, Same as in a, but for 

period (a) change. In numerical calculations, t/a and r/a are changed together at the same 

rate so that effectively period variation is obtained. As expected the both bands scale with 

a and band-gaps widen as a increases. In three figures, the red (dashed) line corresponds 

to the same design with r = 120 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Zero phase delay lines in negative index photonic  

crystals superlattices 
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3.1 Introduction 

An intense interest in negative index metamaterials (NIMs) [1-2] has been 

witnessed over the last years. Metal based NIMs [3-11] have been demonstrated at both 

microwave and infrared frequencies with a motivation mainly coming from the unusual 

physical properties and potential use in many technological applications [12-21]; 

however, they usually have large optical losses in their metallic components. As an 

alternative, dielectric based photonic crystals (PhCs) have been shown to emulate the 

basic physical properties of NIMs [22-26] and, in addition, have relatively small 

absorption loss at optical frequencies. Equally important, PhCs can be nanofabricated 

using currently available silicon chip-scale foundry processing, allowing significant 

potential in the development of future electronic-photonic integrated circuits.  

One particular type of PhC can be obtained by cascading alternating layers of 

NIMs and positive index materials (PIMs) [27 – 31]. This photonic structure (with an 

example shown in Fig. 1) is postulated to show unusual and unique optical properties 

including new types of surface states and gap solitons [32, 33], unusual transmission and 

emission properties [34 – 38], complete photonic bandgaps [39], and phase-invariant 

field that can be effectively used in cloaking applications [40]. Moreover, a remarkable 

property of these binary photonic structures is the existence of an omnidirectional 

bandgap that is insensitive to the wave polarization, angle of incidence, structure 

periodicity, and structural disorder [41 – 43]. The main reason for the occurrence of a 

bandgap with such unusual properties is the existence of a frequency band at which the 
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path-averaged refractive index is equal to zero [27 – 31, 34]. Specifically, at this 

frequency the Bragg condition, kΛ = ( nω/c)Λ = mπ, is satisfied for m = 0, irrespective of 

the period Λ of the superlattice; here, k and ω are the wave vector and frequency, 

respectively, and n  is the averaged refractive index. Because of this property this 

photonic bandgap is called zero- n , or zero-order, bandgap [29, 34].  

Near-zero index materials have a series of exciting potential applications, such as 

diffraction-free beam propagation over thousands of wavelengths via beam self-

collimation [34], extremely convergent lenses and control of spontaneous emission [35], 

strong field enhancement in thin-film layered structures [37], and cloaking devices [40]. 

Moreover, the vanishingly small value of the refractive index of near-zero index 

materials can be used to engineer the phase front of electromagnetic waves emitted by 

optical sources or antennas, namely, to reshape curved wave fronts into planar ones [36], 

or to transfer into the far-field the phase information contained in the near-field. In 

addition, at the frequencies at which the refractive index becomes vanishingly small the 

electromagnetic field has an unusual dual character, i.e., it is static in the spatial domain 

(the phase difference between arbitrary spatial locations is equal to zero) while remaining 

dynamic in the time domain, thus allowing energy transport. This remarkable property, 

which is also the main topic of our study, has exciting technological applications to delay 

lines with zero phase difference, information processing devices, and the development of 

new optical phase control and measurement techniques. 
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In this chapter, we show unequivocally that optical beams propagating in path-

averaged zero-index photonic crystal superlattices can simultaneously have zero phase 

delay. The nanofabricated superlattices consist of alternating stacks of negative index 

photonic crystals and positive index homogeneous dielectric media, where the phase 

differences corresponding to consecutive primary unit cells are measured with integrated 

Mach-Zehnder interferometers. These measurements demonstrate that at path-averaged 

zero-index frequencies the phase accumulation remains constant despite increases in the 

physical path lengths. We further demonstrate experimentally for the first time that these 

superlattice zero- n  bandgaps can either remain invariant to geometrical changes of the 

photonic structure or have a center frequency which is deterministically tunable.  The 

properties of the  zero- n  gap frequencies, optical phase, and the effective refractive 

indices agree well between the series of measurements and the complete theoretical 

analysis and simulations.  

3.2 Theory and Design 

3.2.1 Theory 

The photonic structures examined consist of dielectric PhC superlattices with 

alternating layers of negative index PhC and positive index homogeneous slabs, as shown 

in Figure 1, that can give rise to the zero- n  gaps [29]. The hexagonal PhC region (Fig. 

3.1c) is made of air holes etched into a dielectric Si slab (nSi=3.48), with a lattice period a 

= 423 nm, a slab thickness t = 320 nm, placed on top of a silica substrate (nSiO2=1.5). The 
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band diagram of the PhC with a hole-to-lattice constant (r/a) ratio of 0.276 (r ~ 117 nm) 

is shown in Fig. 3.3a-b.  Particularly the two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal PhC base unit 

has a negative index within the interested spectral band of 0.271 to 0.278 in normalized 

frequency of ωa/2πc, or 1520 to 1560 nm wavelengths, such as reported earlier for near-

field imaging [22]. The zero- n  superlattices are then integrated with Mach–Zehnder 

interferometers (MZI) to facilitate the phase delay measurements. As illustrated in Fig. 

3.1a, the unbalanced interferometer is designed such that after splitting from the Y-

branch (Fig. 3.1e); a single mode input channel waveguide adiabatically tapers (over ~ 

400 µm) to match the width of the superlattice structures. On the reference arm, there is 

either a slab with exactly the same geometry to match the index variations and hence 

isolate the additional phase contribution of the PhC structures, or a channel waveguide 

leading to a large index difference and hence to distinctive Fabry-Perot fringes. For the 

one-dimensional (1D) binary superlattice of Fig. 3.1b, a near-field scanning optical 

microscope image is taken (Fig. 3.1d) to confirm transmission near the zero- n  gap edge 

(1560 nm). The period of the superlattice is equal to Λ=d1 + d2 where d1(2) is the 

thickness of the PhC (PIM) layer in the primary unit cell. Since a zero- n  bandgap is 

formed when the spatially averaged index is zero, it is insensitive to the variation of the 

superlattice period, as long as the condition of zero-average index is satisfied [27 – 31, 

34].  
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Figure 3.1 | Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and SEM images of 

the fabricated device. a, Schematic representation of the MZI. L1~850 µm and L2~250 

µm. b, SEM of a fabricated superlattice with 7 super-periods. Each PhC layer contains 7 

unit cells of PhC (d1=2.564 µm, Λ=4.51 µm) with a=423 nm, r/a = 0.276, and t/a = 0.756 

(the scale bar = 5 µm). c, SEM of a sample, showing only the PhC layer with same 

parameters as in b (the scale bar = 10 µm). d, Near-field image of a supperlattice with 

each PhC layer containing 9 unit cells (d1=3.297 µm) (the scale bar = 2.5 µm). e, SEM of 

the Y-branch with a zoomed-in image in the inset (the scale bar = 25 µm). 
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The existence of the zero- n  bandgaps can be explained with the Bloch theorem, 

where for a 1D binary periodic lattice the trace of the transfer matrix, T, of a primary unit 

cell can be expressed as [27,29] 
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holds. This relation implies that the dispersion relation has no real solution for κ unless 

c

ωdn 11  is an integer multiple of π, which is the Bragg condition and thus photonic 

bandgaps are formed at the corresponding frequencies. However, if the lattice satisfies 

the special condition of a spatially averaged zero refractive index ( n =0), again 

( ) 2  ≥ Tr T ω , thereby leading to imaginary solutions for the wave vector κ and thus to 

a spectral gap [30 – 32]. We also note that the 1D binary superlattice and the hexagonal 

PhC have different symmetry properties and therefore different first Brillouin zones (see 

Fig. 3.2a-insets). Schematic representation of a superlattice with 3 superperiods is shown 
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in Fig. 3.2. The superlattice consists of alternating layers of hexagonal PhCs and 

homogeneous slabs.  
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Figure 3.2 | Schematic representation of the photonic superlattice. There are two 

Brillouin zones defined as follows: one for the hexagonal photonic crystal lattice and one 

for the photonic superlattice. a is the lattice period and r is the radius of the holes forming 

the hexagonal lattice. d1 is the length of the PhC layer and d2 is the length of the PIM 

region. d1 + d1=Λ is equal to the superperiod (SP) of the photonic superlattice. 
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In our fabricated devices, the longitudinal direction of the superlattice (z-axis) 

coincides with the Γ-M axis of the hexagonal PhC. Moreover, within our operating 

wavelength range (Fig. 3.3b) the PhC has two TM-like bands, one with positive index 

and the other one with negative index, and an almost complete TE-like bandgap. The 

effective refractive indices corresponding TM-like bands (Fig. 3.3b) are determined from 

the relation k= ω|n|/c and plotted in Fig. 3.3c (note that for the second band the effective 

index of refraction is negative since k decreases with ω [22]).  
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Figure 3.3 | Band diagram of the PhC and the calculated effective index. a, Band 

diagram of the PhC with the parameters given in Fig. 3.1. Insets: first Brillouin zones of 

the hexagonal PhC (top) and the 1D superlattice (bottom). The TM-like (TE-like) 

photonic bands are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. The light cone is denoted by 

the green lines. b, A zoom-in of the spectral domain corresponding to experimental 

region of interest. Experiments were performed in the spectral region marked by the two 

horizontal lines. c, Calculated effective index of refraction of the PhC, corresponding to 

the two TM-like bands shown in Fig. 3.2b. Insets: zoom-in of the two bands. d, Black 

(solid) line: MZI transmission with 100 unit cells of PhC on one arm and an 

homogeneous slab waveguide on the other arm. Red (dashed) line: transmission spectrum 

for non-MZI PhC superlattice with 60 unit cells. 
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3.2.2 Mach Zehnder Interferomter with negative index 

photonic crystal 

To examine effective index differences between different bands in the band 

diagram experimentally, we designed and fabricated 100 unit cells of PhC and a 

geometrically identical homogeneous slab on the two arms of the MZI. Transmission is 

measured with amplified spontaneous emission source, in-line fiber polarizer with a 

polarization controller to couple the light in with a tapered lensed fiber, and an optical 

spectrum analyzer. In the transmission (Fig. 3.3d; black), the MZ interference spectra has 

two steep variations, first at the end of the first band (negative index band) and second at 

the start of the second band (positive index band). This is a clear indication of an abrupt 

refractive index change (Fig. 3.3c) that is only possible when there is an abrupt interband 

transition between two bands. The non-MZI transmission spectrum of a similar structure 

is also shown in Fig. 3.3d (red) for reference.  

To characterize this steep index change further we placed on the two arms of the 

MZI PhC sections with different radius r. We kept a unchanged in order to have the same 

total physical length on both arms, for the same number of unit cells in the PhC sections. 

With this approach, the MZI sections that do not contain PhC regions are identical and 

hence one isolates the two PhC sections as the only source for the measured phase 

difference. For instance, we set r2 to 5/6 of the original value of the radius r1 (r2/a= 0.283 

× 5/6=0.236). Fig. 3.4a illustrates the difference between the band structures of the two 

PhC designs, namely, a frequency shift of the photonic bands. Due to this shifted band 
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structure, the accumulated phase difference between the two arms is almost independent 

of wavelength, except for a steep variation that again corresponds to a steep refractive 

index change (moving from band to band). When we place a section of 62 PhC unit cells 

in both arms of the MZI, the transmission spectra presents two spectral domains, 1525 

nm to 1550 nm and 1580 nm to 1615 nm, where the interference transmission is rather 

constant (red curve in Fig. 3.4b) with ~ 14dB transmission difference between the two 

domains. In the next section, we show high spatial resolution images for this experiment. 
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Figure 3.4 Mach-Zehnder interferences with negative refraction PhCs. a, Band 

diagram shifts to lower frequency when the r/a ratio changes. Blue is the original design 

and gray is the design with r/a=0.236.  c. Red line: MZI transmission with 62 unit cells of 

PhC on one arm with r/a=0.283 and 62 unit cells of PhC with r/a=0.236 on the other arm; 

the lattice period (a) is the same in both cases. Blue (grey) line: Transmission spectrum 

for PhC superlattice with r/a=0.283 (0.236) and 80 unit cells of PhC. Different index 

differences (∆n) from 1525 nm to 1550 nm and from 1580 nm to 1615 nm give different 

phase difference (φ) and different interference output.  
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3.2.3 Spatial field distribution 

In addition, we performed high spatial resolution imaging of the radiated input-

output ports for the devices that have been used for the experiment presented in Fig.3.4. 

Results are illustrated in the Fig 3.5 as follow: In the case of the reference arm (i-iii), we 

see light transmission for all three wavelengths, which corroborates the characteristics of 

the transmission spectrum in Fig. 3.4b. For the device arm (iv-vi) there is transmission 

for 1600 nm and 1530 nm but not for 1570 nm. This agrees with the transmission spectra 

in Fig. 3.4b. Note that although there is similar transmission for both arms at 1530 and 

1600 nm, the interference output has 14dB difference.  
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Figure 3.5 Infrared images pertaining to the experiments corresponding to Fig3c. i-

iii is taken from the reference arm containing a PhC structure with r/a=0.236 and iv-vi is 

taken from the device arm where the ratio r/a=0.283. In all the images the input beam is 

impinging onto the structure from the right, which means that light scattering at the left 

facet of the device indicates light transmission. 
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3.3 Numerical simulations 

The band diagram in Fig. 3.3a is calculated by using RSoft’s BandSOLVE [45], a 

commercially available software that implements a numerical method based on the plane 

wave expansion of the electromagnetic field. 3D simulations have been performed to 

calculate 30 bands and for each band the corresponding values of the effective refractive 

index have also been determined. In all these numerical simulations a convergence 

tolerance of 10-8 has been used. The photonic bands have been divided into TM-like and 

TE-like, according to their parity symmetry. The path-averaged index of the superlattice 

has been calculated by using the negative effective index of the second TM-like band and 

the effective modal index of the homogeneous asymmetric slab waveguide.  

3.3.1 Existence of zero-n gap 

In order to investigate numerically the spectral properties of the transmission 

characterizing a specific photonic superlattice, we have employed three-dimensional (3D) 

simulations based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm; for this, we 

have used Rsoft’s FullWAVE [45]. In our calculations we have studied three 

superlattices, each with a different period Λ: they have 7, 11 and 15 unit cells along the z-

axis, in the PhC layer, so that the thickness of this layer is ad  33.5  1 = , ad  35.5  1 = , 

and ad  37.5  1 = , respectively. The corresponding thickness of the PIM layer has been 

calculated by requiring that the average of the index of refraction is zero that 

is ( ) 0/  2211

_

=+= Λdndnn  [28], while keeping the ratio d2/d1 unchanged. Importantly, n1 
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and n2 are the effective indices of the modes in the PhC and homogeneous layers, 

respectively, at the corresponding wavelength. We performed this numerical analysis for 

superlattices with ratio d2/d1=0.746 (design 1) and d2/d1=0.794 (design 2). Thus by 

changing the ratio d2/d1 we can investigate the dependence of the wavelength at which 

the zero- n  gap is observed on the period of the superlattice. We expect to see the zero 

order gap in the design 2 at a different frequency, as compared to the frequency of the 

zero order gap in the design 1, a frequency at which the effective indices again satisfy the 

equation ( ) 0/  2211

_

=+= Λdndnn . The effective index of the PIM layer, n2, can be 

calculated analytically, as it corresponds to the TM modes of an asymmetric slab 

waveguide; at λ=1550 nm it is n2=2.648. Similarly, the effective index corresponding to 

the second TM-like band shown in Fig. 3.1d is determined from the relation k = ω|n|/c 

(note that for the second band the effective index is negative since ω decreases with k 

[31]). At normalized frequencies of ωa/2πc = 0.295 and ωa/2πc = 0.276, the effective 

index of refraction is approximately –1.604 and –1.988, respectively.  

 In Fig. 3.6a, the results of the 3D FDTD simulations are summarized, for all three 

superlattices (7, 11, and 15 unit cells), each have a ratio d2/d1=0.746. In order to observe 

clear gaps, 5 stacks were used in the case of 7 unit cells in the PhC layer, whereas in the 

cases with 11 and 15 unit cells in the PhC layer 3 stacks sufficed.  The results of similar 

calculations, for d2/d1=0.794 are shown in Fig. 3.6 b. The grid size resolution in all our 

numerical simulations is 0.0833a (35 nm). Furthermore, we highlight the region where 

the PhC has negative index of refraction, which is the region of interest in our study.  As 
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illustrated in Fig. 3.6 a and 3.6 b, the transmission spectra show several gaps; however, 

except for an invariant gap located at ω a/2πc = 0.276 (Fig. 3.6 a; design 1) and ω a/2πc 

= 0.272 (Fig. 3.6 b; design 2), the mid-gap locations of the gaps change with the period of 

the superlattice. The shift in the mid-gap frequency with respect to the period is typical 

for regular Bragg gaps; the presence of an invariant gap, however, demonstrates the 

existence of zero- n  gaps.  

To further investigate the nature of these photonic gaps, we next calculate the 

order, m, for the Bragg condition. The average index n  and the value of koΛ/π for the two 

deigns are summarized in Table 3.1. The average indices are -0.007 and 0.001 whereas 

the corresponding koΛ/π values are 0.044 and 0.007 for design 1 and design 2, 

respectively. It is thus clear that these normalized gap frequencies (ωa/2πc = 0.276 for 

design 1 and ωa/2πc = 0.272 for design 2) correspond to zero-order gaps. Moreover, for 

both superlattices, in the frequency range of negative index of refraction there are other 

spectral gaps. For example, the gap at ωa/2πc = 0.283, corresponds to an average index 

of refraction of 0.091 (design 1) and 0.153 (design 2), with the corresponding koΛ/π being 

0.874 and 0.962, and thus it is a first-order gap. None of these gaps is due solely to the 

presence of the PhC layers, as the PhC band gap for the TM polarization is at ωa/2πc = 

0.27 (see Fig. 3.3b).  
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Table 3.1: Average refractive index of the corresponding gaps and the gaps’ order 
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As an additional proof that the invariant gap is not a band gap of the PhC, we 

present in Fig. 3.6 d the calculated transmission spectra of a PhC layer with a number of 

15, 30, and 45 unit cells (no layers of homogeneous material is present in this case). Thus, 

this figure shows that the PhC gap is shifted by almost 40 nm from the location of the 

zero-order gap in gap Fig. 3.6 a. We also examined the dependence of the gap locations 

on the number of stacks in the superlattice. The results of these calculations are presented 

in Fig. 3.6 c for stack numbers 3, 5, and 8. We observe that the zero- n  gap location has 

not changed and, as expected, it becomes deeper as the number of stacks increases.  
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Figure 3.6 (a) Transmission for a superlattice with d2/d1= 0.746, containing 7, 11 and 15 

unit cells in each PhC slab. 3 stacks in the PhC superlattice are used in the case when the 

PhC layers contain 11 and 15 unit cells, and 5 stacks for the case of PhC layers with 7 

unit cells. (b) The same as in a), but d2/d1 = 0.794. (c) Transmission for a superlattice 

with d2/d1= 0.794, containing 3, 5 and 8 stacks. Each PhC layer contains 7 unit cells. (d) 

Transmission trough a PhC slab containing 15, 30 and 45 unit cells. All results are 

obtained through full 3D FDTD numerical simulations.   
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 Our theoretical predictions are validated by a series of experiments. Thus, we 

have fabricated in a single-crystal silicon-on-insulator substrate samples with 3, 5 and 8 

stacks whose PhC layers have thickness of ad  33.5  1 = . The silicon device height is 320 

nm and the silicon oxide cladding thickness is 1 µm. The PhC superlattice is 

lithographically patterned with a 248-nm lithography scanner, and the Si is plasma-etched. 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of a fabricated photonic crystal superlattice with 8 stacks. 

The fabrication disorder in the PhC slab was statistically parameterized [37], with 

resulting hole radius 122.207 ±  1.207 nm, lattice period 421.78 ± 1.26 nm (~ 0:003a), 

and ellipticity 1.21 nm ±  0.56 nm. These small variations are below ~0.05a disorder 

theoretical target [46].  
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Figure 3.7. Fabricated photonic superlattice on a silicon-on-insulator substrate through 

deep-UV lithography. (a) SEM of a fabricated sample with 8 stacks, whose PhC slab 

layer has a length of d1 = 3.5√3 a. (b) SEM of the PhC region of the superlattice.  
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Incident light from tunable lasers between 1480 nm to 1690 nm (0.248 to 0.284 in 

normalized frequency of ωa/2πc) is coupled into the chip via tapered lensed fibers with 

manual fiber polarization control. The transmission for the TM polarization is measured, 

with each transmission measurement averaged over three scans. Figure 3.8 a shows the 

transmission spectrum for design 1 (with d2/d1 = 0.746); it shows two distinct spectral 

dips, centred at 1520 nm (ωa/2πc ≈ 0.276) and 1585 nm (ωa/2πc ≈ 0.265). We then 

repeat these transmission measurements for a second design (design 2; d2/d1 = 0.794); the 

corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3.8 b. Similar to the spectra in Fig. 3.8 a, this 

figure shows a distinct spectral dip, located near the normalized frequency ωa/2πc ≈ 

0.272, i.e. at λ=1543 nm. Furthermore, the frequency spectral dip at ωa/2πc ≈ 0.262 is 

weaker than in design 1, which is due to the fact that below a certain frequency, ωa/2πc ≈ 

0.265, the detected power is not high enough for observing the spectral features. 

Figure 3.8 c shows the near-infrared image captured with incident laser at 1550 

nm and corresponds to the design 1. The spatially alternating vertical stripes show 

radiation scattered at the interfaces between the PhC and the homogeneous layers and 

confirm the transmission of the light through the superlattice. The near-infrared images 

also confirm the existence of the dip in the transmission spectrum, with most of the light 

being reflected and only a small amount propagating out of the output facet of the third 

stack (in this figure, the incident laser is tuned to the zero- n  gap frequency).  

 To better understand the results of these measurements, we repeated the FDTD 

simulations for the case of the fabricated devices. A good match between the results of 
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the measurements and those of simulations, in terms of absolute values of the frequencies, 

has been observed for both values of the ratio d2/d1 (design 1 and 2) and varying stack 

numbers (design 1). The theoretical predictions are shown as the dotted lines in Fig. 3.8 a 

and 3.8 b.  

 Figure 3.8 d further shows the results of a series of experiments for PhC 

superlattices of design 1, each with 7 unit cells but with increasing number of stacks, 

from 3 to 5 and 8. As observed, both gaps become deeper with increasing number of 

stacks. It should be noted that by improving the impedance matching between the 

negative and positive index materials, transmission spectrum for even larger number of 

stacks in the PhC superlattice can be observed. The center-frequency of the gaps does not 

change when the number of stacks increases, the slight deviations in the gap frequency 

being attributable to small variations in the dimensions of the fabricated superlattice 

structures. This series of measurements further reinforce the observation of the zero-

n gap in cascaded negative- and positive-refraction superlattices. 
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Figure 3.8 (a) Measured transmission for a superlattice with d2/d1= 0.746, with 7 unit 

cells in the PhC layers and 5 stacks; for comparison, results of numerical simulations are 

also shown. (b) The same as in a), but for a superlattice with 0.794. (c) Example of near-

infrared top-view image of a device with 3 stacks, from transmission measurement at 

1550 nm. Superimposed are the locations of the negative refraction PhC and positive 

index material in the superlattice. Scale bar: 2 µm. (d) Measured transmission for a 

superlattice with d2/d1= 0.746, with 3, 5 and 8 stacks and 7 unit cells in the PhC layers. 

Both gaps become deeper as the number of stacks increases. 
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 It has been pointed out that zero- n gaps can be omnidirectional [28, 41]; however, 

in our case, due to the anisotropy of the index of refraction of the PhC, the zero- n gap is 

not omnidirectional. Moreover, varying the lattice period, radius, and the thickness of the 

superlattice, and thus changing the frequency at which the average effective index of 

refraction is equal to zero, the frequency of the zero- n gap can be easily tuned as we 

show in the next section. Importantly, we note the demonstration of these zero- n gap 

structures can have potential applications as delay lines with zero phase differences 

which we also show later in this chapter.  

3.3.2 Electric field distribution 

 We have also calculated the electric field distribution in the zero-n superlattice for 

different wavelengths in our experimental region in continuous wave excitation type. In 

order to be able to get this distribution, we have run the simulation until it gets to steady 

state and then save the field. Next, we launched another simulation with an input field by 

using this saved field and ran for only one cycle by saving electric field in small steps. 

Then we have averaged the |E|
2 and plotted. Figure 3.6 shows the results. 
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Figure 3.9 A time-averaged steady-state distribution of the field intensity, |E|
2, 

corresponding to a propagating mode with different wavelengths within the experimental 

region.
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3.3.3 Near field measurements 

We further used near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) to examine the 

zero- n  transmission in the near-field, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10 and confirm the 

distribution in Fig. 3.9. These measurements are performed by Pin-Chun Hsieh. Our 

NSOM is an aperture-type instrument, where the fiber is produced in National Chiao 

Tung University in Taiwan by using of thermal pulling method. A metal coating is used 

to create the aperture. The NSOM fiber was then attached to a tuning fork sensor 

produced by Veeco Instruments. The detection is performed with a New Focus 2153 

InGaAs femtowatt photoreceiver with lock-in amplification. The NSOM instrument is a 

modified Veeco Aurora-3.  

 Coupling light into the zero- n  superlattices is achieved by UV-curing adhesive 

bonding of a tapered lens fiber to the silicon input waveguide. The input fiber was stably 

UV-epoxy bonded to the devices selected for the measurements. We observed the light 

propagation through the sample by NSOM and used a widely tunable laser with 

controlled polarization to vary the input wavelength. From the near-field images of the 

superlattices (9 unit cells in PhC layer and d2/d1 ~0.76), it can be seen that the light 

propagation in the superlattices is characterized by low transmission inside the zero- n   

gap (Fig. 3.10a, λ=1535 nm), and high transmission outside the zero- n  gap (Fig. 

3.10b,λ= 1560 nm).    
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Figure 3.10 Near-field scanning optical microscopy of zero- n  superlattices. a,  Near-

field image of a zero- n   device that has 9 unit cells in each PhC layer at λ=1535 nm (in 

the center of the gap). b, Same as in a at λ=1560 nm (in the high transmission). Scattering 

occurs at the edge of the PhC/PIM interfaces and is an indicative of transmission. Scale 

bar: 2.5 µm. 
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3.4 Tunability of zero-n gap 

Next, in order to demonstrate the tunable character of the zero- n  bandgaps, we 

performed transmission experiments on four sets of binary superlattices, with each set 

having different superlattice ratios: d2/d1=0.74 (Fig. 3.11a), d2/d1=0.76 (Fig. 3.11b), 

d2/d1=0.78 (Fig. 3.11d), and d2/d1=0.8 (Fig. 3.11e). In all our experiments the negative 

index PhC has the same parameters as those given above. Each set has three devices of 

different periods Λ, with the negative index PhC layer in the superlattice spanning 7, 9, 

and 11 unit cells along the z-axis similar to the numerical study in chapter 3.3.1, so that 

the thickness of this layer is ad  33.5  1 = (2.564 µm), ad  34.5  1 = (3.297 µm), and 

ad  35.5  1 = (4.029 µm), respectively. The corresponding thickness of the PIM layer is 

determined by requiring that the average index is zero [ ( ) 0/  2211

_

=+= Λdndnn ], while 

keeping the ratio d2/d1 unchanged for all devices in each set (see Table 3.2). Here, n1 and 

n2 are the effective mode indices in the PhC and homogeneous layers respectively at the 

corresponding wavelengths. For the three devices in each set, we designed 7 super-

periods (SPs) for the devices with 7 unit cells of PhC and 5 SPs for those with 9 and 11 

unit cells of PhC (these designs ensure a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for the 

transmission measurements). In these experiments we have tested both the existence of 

the zero- n  bandgap as well as its tunability. For the three devices belonging to each set, 

we observed the zero- n  bandgap at the same frequency whereas the spectral locations of 

the other bandgaps were observed to shift with the frequency – this confirms the zero- n  
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bandgap does not depend on the total superperiod length Λ (gap existence dependent only 

on the condition of path-averaged zero index: n1d1 + n2d2 = 0) while the frequency of the 

regular 1D PhC Bragg bandgaps does depend on Λ. Our measurements show that the 

invariant, zero- n , bandgap is located at 1525.5 nm, 1535.2 nm, 1546.3 nm, and 1556.5 

nm, respectively (averaged over the three devices in each set). The slight red-shift with 

increasing number of unit cells in each set is due to effects of edge termination between 

the PhC and the homogeneous slab. 
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Table 3.2 | Calculated parameters of the devices in the Fig. S4 (units in µm).  

Fig. S4a 
# of unit cells d1 d2 Λ 

7 2.56 1.90 4.46 
9 3.30 2.44 5.74 
11 4.03 2.98 7.01 
 
Fig. S4b 
# of unit cells d1 d2 Λ 

7 2.56 1.95 4.51 
9 3.30 2.51 5.80 
11 4.03 3.06 7.09 
 
Fig. S4d 
# of unit cells d1 d2 Λ 

7 2.56 2.00 4.56 
9 3.30 2.57 5.87 
11 4.03 3.14 7.17 
 
Fig. S4e 
# of unit cells d1 d2 Λ 

7 2.56 2.05 4.62 
9 3.30 2.64 5.93 
11 4.03 3.22 7.25 
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Furthermore, when we tuned the ratio d2/d1 and repeated these same experiments 

we observed a redshift of the zero- n  mid-gap frequency as we increased the ratio d2/d1. 

This result is explained by the fact that for the negative index band the refractive index of 

the 2D hexagonal PhC decreases with respect to the wavelength (see Fig. 3.3 c) and 

therefore when the length of the PIM layer in the 1D binary superlattice increases (higher 

d2/d1), the wavelength at which the effective index cancels is red-shifted. The effective 

index of the PIM layer, n2, is calculated numerically and for the asymmetric TM slab 

waveguide mode corresponds to, for example, 2.648 at 1550 nm. By using these n1 (Fig. 

3.3c) and n2 values, we determined the average refractive index for the different d2/d1 

ratios as summarized in Fig. 3.11 f.  A distinctive red-shift in the zero- n  gap location is 

observed with increasing d2/d1 ratios from the numerically modeling, demonstrating good 

agreement with the experimental measurements (Fig. 3.11 a, 3.11b, 3.11d, and 3.11e) 

without any parameter fitting in the analysis. Furthermore, Fig. 3.11c shows how the 

spectral features of the zero- n  bandgap changes with increasing the number of 

superperiods and the results are similar to those in Fig. 3.8d as expected. We note that 

this is the first rigorous and complete experimental confirmation of invariant and tunable 

character of zero- n  bandgaps in photonic superlattices containing negative index PhCs.   
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Figure 3.11 Experimental verification of period-invariance and tunability of zero- n  

bandgaps. a, Experimental verification of the zero- n  bandgap in superlattices with 

varying period (Λ). The ratio d2/d1 =0.74 and Λ=4.46 µm for black (solid), 5.74 µm for 

red (dashed), and 7.01 µm for green (dotted) curves (a.u. arbitrary units). The lightly 

shaded regions in all panels denote the negative index regions. b, Same as in a, but for 

d2/d1 =0.76. Λ=4.51 µm for black (solid), 5.80 µm for red (dashed), and 7.09 µm for 

green (dotted) curves. c, Transmission spectra for superlattices with d2/d1 =0.76, 

containing 5, 6, and 7 unit cells (UC). Each PhC layer contains 7 unit cells (d1=2.564 µm , 

Λ=4.51µm). d, Same as in a, but for d2/d1 =0.78. Λ=4.56 µm for black (solid), 5.87µm for 

red (dashed), and 7.17 µm for green (dotted) curves. e, Same as in a, but for d2/d1 =0.80. 

Λ=4.61 µm for black (solid), 5.93 µm for red (dashed), and 7.25 µm for green (dotted) 

curves. f, Calculated effective index of refraction for the superlattices with the ratios in a, 
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b, d, and e. The wavelengths at which the average index of refraction cancels agree very 

well with the measured values.  
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3.5 Zero phase delay lines 

 Next, we prove that the total phase accumulation in the superlattice is zero. For 

this, we performed phase measurements for the designs with three different sets of 

measurements: (a) d2/d1=0.78 and 7 unit cells in the PhC layer; (b) d2/d1= 0.8 and 7 unit 

cells in the PhC layer; and (c) d2/d1= 0.8 and 9 unit cells in the PhC layer. In these series 

of measurements we used a single mode channel waveguide for the reference arm of the 

MZI – this enables a series of interference fringes at the output, which can be used to 

determine the phase change by analyzing the spectral location of the fringes and their free 

spectral range (FSR). In most free-space interferometric applications, the phase 

difference leading to interference originates from the physical length difference between 

the two arms, but in integrated photonic circuits this delay can easily be modulated by the 

imbalance in the refractive indices of two arms [47]. For (a) and (c), we examined three 

devices, namely, superlattices with 5, 6, and 7 SPs and for (b) we tested superlattices 

with 5 and 7 SPs. When we designed these devices, we modified the MZI such that when 

we added a SP to the superlattice the length of the adiabatic transition arms was carefully 

increased by Λ/2, making the horizontal single mode channel waveguides shorter (from 

L2 to L2-Λ/2, at both sides in Fig. 1a). This change is compensated by adding the same 

length to the vertical part (from L3 to L3+Λ/2 on both sides in Fig. 1a). As a result, the 

only phase difference between devices is due to the additional SPs. This procedure is 

explained in chapter. 3.5.1 in detail. 
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3.5.1 Device modification for phase measurements  

Figure 3.12 shows a schematic representation of a device with 2 superperiods and 

the integrated Mach Zehnder Interferometer is modified after introducing the third 

superperiod. The adiabatic region remains unchanged if L1 is increased to L1+Λ and L2 is 

shortened by Λ/2, in both the input and output sides of the device. To keep the total 

length of the waveguide unchanged, the length L3 is increased to L3+ Λ/2. This procedure 

is used each time a superperiod is added to the structure. In addition, to be able to 

compare devices with different number of unit cells in the PhC layer, a common 

reference point is used for all devices that have the same d2/d1 ratio. 
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Figure 3.12 Schematic representation of the device modification induced by adding 

a superperiod. a, Integrated MZI of a device with 2 superperiods and a channel 

waveguide. b, Device modifications after the third superperiod is added. The length of 

the channel waveguide remains the same so as the effect of the additional superperiod is 

isolated. 
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 In our implementation, the interferometer output intensity is given as: 

φcos2 2121 IIIII ++=            (3) 

where φ is the phase difference (or imbalance) between the modes propagating in the two 

arms (denoted by subscript 1 and 2). Considering our implementation, the phase φ can be 

decomposed as:       

( )[ ]

( )[ ]
slslslabslabwgwgwg
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λ

π

λ

π
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22

2
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           (4) 

where nwg, nslab_1, nsl are the effective mode refractive indices of the channel waveguide, 

the adiabatic slab in arm 1, and the zero-index superlattice, respectively. Li denotes the 

corresponding lengths. 

We note that the difference between the physical path length of the channel 

waveguides on both arms is designed to be equal to the physical path length of the 

tapering slab. Thus we have: 
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The mode indices nwg, nslab_1, nsl have different frequency dispersion. We kept the phase 

(φslab_wg), arising from ( )_1 _1

2
slab wg slabn n L

π

λ
− , constant between different devices in each 
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set of measurements by simply ensuring that the physical lengths and widths of the slabs 

are the same for each nanofabricated device. The remaining phase variation therefore is 

generated only by the photonic crystal superlattice (φsl = slsl Ln
λ

π2 ). If nsl is equal to zero, 

φsl is zero too, hence the total phase difference φ  in the interferometer arises only from 

the φslab_wg component and is the same for all the devices in each set. Therefore, the 

sinusoidal oscillations in the transmission and the free spectral range are determined only 

by φslab_wg. 

3.5.2 Experimental results for zero phase  

Figure 3.13 a shows the interference pattern for d2/d1=0.78 with 7 unit cells in the 

PhC layer. As can be seen in this figure, outside the zero- n  spectral region the fringes 

differ from each other both in wavelength and the FSR, but overlap almost perfectly 

within the zero- n  spectral domain.  

To illustrate the phase evolution, we show in Fig. 3.14a the FSR values for each 

of the devices examined – specifically we calculate the spectral spacing between the 

transmission minima and plot its dependence on the center wavelength between the two 

neighboring minima. As these measurements illustrate, in the zero- n  spectral domain the 

FSR corresponding to each of the devices approaches the same value, indicating that the 

corresponding phase difference is zero or, alternatively, that the optical path remains 

unchanged. This is a surprising conclusion since the physical path is certainly not the 

same in all the cases. This apparent paradox has a simple explanation: although the 
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physical path varies among the three cases the optical path is the same (and equal to zero) 

as the spatially averaged refractive index of the three superlattices vanishes. In other 

words, within the zero- n  spectral region the photonic superlattice emulates the properties 

of a zero phase delay line. The output corresponding to the structures with d2/d1=0.8 and 

7 unit cells in the PhC layer is shown in Fig. 3.13 b whereas the FSR values are plotted in 

Fig. 3.14b. Finally, Fig. 3.13c and Fig. 3.14c show the interference patterns for the case 

of d2/d1=0.8 and 9 unit cells in the PhC layer. Again, both the FSR (Fig. 3.14b-c) and the 

absolute wavelength values (Fig. 3.13b-c) overlap, proving the zero phase variation 

across the superlattice.   
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Figure 13 Phase measurements. a, Output of the MZI with increasing number of 

superperiods (5, 6, and 7 SP) on one arm and with length-adjusted single mode channel 

waveguides on the other arm. Each PhC layer contains 7 unit cells (d1=2.564 µm) and 

d2/d1 =0.78. b, Same as in a, but for d2/d1 =0.8. c, Same as in b, with each PhC layer 

containing 9 unit cells (d1=3.297 µm). 
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Figure 14 Free spectral range wavelength dependence corresponding to 

superlattices in Fig. 4. a-c, Free spectral range extracted from the data in Fig. 4a-c. At 

the zero- n  bandgap wavelength, the free spectral range converges to the same value, 

which proves the zero phase contribution from the added superperiods. 
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It should be noted that in all our plots of experimental data we have used the raw 

data and as such there is no data post-processing, except for the intensity rescaling. 

Measurements are taken 3 times with 500 pm resolution for Fig. 3.3d and Fig. 3.11a-e; 

100 pm and 500 pm resolutions for Fig. 3.13a and 200 pm and 500 pm resolutions for Fig. 

3.13b-c. There is ~ 1% deviation between Fig. 3.11e and Fig. 3.13b-c in terms of the 

center frequency of the zero- n  region. This is so because of the fabrication differences 

between the samples. For Fig. 3.13b-c, the r/a ratio was ~5% smaller (~0.264) resulting 

in the shift of the band structure to lower frequencies, and, consequently to a shift of the 

zero- n  bandgap. We verified the location of the zero- n  bandgap (~1565 nm) by 

performing the transmission measurements described before. Thus, the spectral location 

of the zero- n  bandgap can be tracked from the phase measurements, as the spectral 

region of small amplitude oscillations in the transmission spectra correspond to the zero-

n  bandgaps.    

 In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time zero-phase delay in 

negative-positive index superlattices, in addition to the simultaneous observations of 

deterministic zero- n  gaps that can remain invariant to geometric changes and band-to-

band transitions in negative-positive index photonic crystal superlattices. Through the 

interferometric measurements, the transmissive binary superlattices with varying lengths 

are shown unequivocally to enable the absolute control of the optical phase. The 

engineered control of the phase delay in these near-zero superlattices can be implemented 

in chip-scale transmission lines with deterministic phase array control, even with 
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technological potential in phase-insensitive image processing, phase-invariant field for 

electromagnetic cloaking, and the arbitrary radiation wavefront reshaping of antennae 

from first principles.  

3.6 Robustness against structural disorder 

One of the main properties of zero- n  bandgaps is their remarkable robustness 

against effects induced by structural disorder. Disorder analysis for our structures has 

been performed by Dr. Panoiu’s group in University College London. To study this 

property, we considered the optical transmission in randomly perturbed photonic 

superlattices. Specifically we considered superlattices for which the PIM lengths are 

randomly distributed within the domain (d2–∆d2/2, d2+∆d2/2), amounting to a random 

variation of superperiod Λ. The degree of structural disorder is quantified by the 

parameter σ=∆d2/d2. The main results of our computational investigation are presented in 

Fig. 3.15c. It can be clearly seen that the zero- n  bandgap is preserved even when the 

disorder parameter is as large as σ=10%, i.e., a value much larger than from our 

fabrication processes. Note that the amplitude oscillations in the transmission spectra are 

Fabry-Perot resonances in the superlattice.  

In addition to the model for structural disorder of the photonic superlattice 

discussed above, we have also considered two other disorder models in which either the 

radius of each hole in the PhC sections or the position of the holes is randomly perturbed. 

More exactly, the radius of the holes is set in the domain (r–∆r/2, r+∆r/2), according to a 

uniform random distribution whereas in the second case the location of the holes is 
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randomly perturbed by ∆l. In these models, the degree of structural disorder is 

characterized by a disorder parameter defined as σ=∆r/r and σ=∆l/a, respectively. The 

main results of our computational investigations are summarized in Fig. 15a-b. Thus, it 

can be seen that in the case of random perturbation of the radius of the holes the 

transmission spectra in the superlattice are only slightly affected, even if the disorder 

parameter is as large as σ=10%. As observed, the main effect consists of a small decrease 

of the zero- n superlattice transmission with increasing values of the disorder parameter σ. 

It is seen, however, that structural disorder induced by randomly changing the location of 

the holes has a much larger effect on the transmission spectra. We note though that a 

value of σ=10% corresponds to variations of tens of nanometers of the location of the 

holes, variations which are much larger than those measured in our fabricated devices.  
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Figure 15 | Transmission spectra calculated for different values of the disorder 

parameter σ. The inset shows the expanded transmission spectra. a, The structural 

disorder is introduced by randomly changing the radius of the holes in the PhC sections 

of the superlattice. b, The structural disorder is generated by randomly perturbing the 

location of the holes. c, Influence of lattice disorder (parameter σ) on the transmission 

spectra. Color bar indicates the transmission scaling.  
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3.7 Sample nanofabrication  

 The photonic crystal structures shown in Fig.1 were fabricated as 

a hexagonal lattice of air-holes arranged on a SOI wafer with a silicon slab (nSi = 3.48) 

with 320 nm thickness on top of a 2 µm thick layer of buried oxide by Mehmet Sirin Aras. 

ZEP520A(100%) positive tone e-beam resist was spin-coated at 4,000 r.p.m. to 

a thickness of 370 nm, and baked at 180 °C for 3 min. JEOL JBX6300FS E-

beam Lithography (EBL) system was used to expose the pattern, followed by 

development in amyl acetate for 90 sec and rinsed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 45 sec to 

completely remove the developer (amyl acetate) residue. 

 For pattern transferring into silicon, we employed an Oxford instruments Plasmalab 

100 for performing cryogenic etching of silicon [44], using an inductively coupled 

plasma reactive ion etcher (ICP-RIE). First, we applied 10 min O2 cleaning at -100 °C in 

the chamber, followed by cryogenic  etching at  -100 °C utilizing a mixture of SF6 (40 

sccm) and  O2 (18 sccm)  at 15 W radiofrequency (r.f.) power, 800 W ICP power and 12 

mTorr pressure for a total of 18 sec. Subsequently, the wafer was placed in 1165 resist 

remover for about 4 hrs to have the remaining of the resist completely removed. The chip 

was cleaved and mounted on the sample holder for measurements. 
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Chapter 4 

Group delay control in coupled nanocavities 
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4.1 Introduction 

Large-scale communications and the exponential growth of the Internet traffic 

require next generation systems will be based on all optical to match their capacity to the 

traffic. Such systems will include all optical tunable delay elements. Controlling the 

speed of propagation of light is therefore an important requirement for high-performance 

optical information technology. In electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), a 

remarkable and unexpected outcome of the quantum coherence in atoms, destructive 

quantum interference introduced by a strong coupling laser cancels the absorption from 

the ground state to coherent superposing upper states [1]. The observation of sharp 

cancellation of absorbing resonance through atomic coherence has led to phenomena 

such as lasing without inversion [2], freezing light using steep linear dispersion coming 

from extremely narrow linewidth of the EIT [3], and dynamic storage of light 

experimentally greater than a second in a solid-state system [4]. In terms of dispersion 

engineering or quantum-information storage, dielectric nanostructures turn out to be 

promising alternative systems (see Fig 1). Several theoretical analyses of coupled optical 

resonators has revealed that coupled resonator systems can be interestingly similar to 

those in atoms where interference effect of resonant pathways resulting EIT spectrum is 

enforced by the geometry of a nanophotonic structure [5-8]. A sharp transparency 

window can be induced by coherent interference between normal modes in coupled 

optical resonators in a normally non-transmitting background, with applications in 

stopping light and trapping light at room temperature beyond the fundamental delay-
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bandwidth product [5-8]. These effects were recently examined experimentally in two 

coupled whispering-gallery mode resonators [9], ultrahigh-Q microspheres [10] and 

photonic crystal cavities [11].  
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Figure 4.1 | Electromagnetically induced transperancy (EIT) and its optical 

analogue a, Destructive interference between two excitation pathways to the upper level: 

direct |1>-|3> and indirect |1>-|3>-|2>-|3> causes the electromagnetically induced 

transperancy window (EIT) between two dressed states |3d> and |2d>. b, Coherent 

interference between two optical pathways: |A> and |B> causes the EIT window between 

two optical resonances. c, Strong refractive index dispersion results slow light 

propagation at EIT peak. d, Strong group index dispersion results slow group velocity at 

optical EIT peak. 
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In this chapter, we demonstrate tunable temporal delays in coherently-coupled 

high-Q multi-cavity photonic crystals, in analogue to electromagnetically induced 

transparency (EIT). We report deterministic control of the group delay; up to 5× the 

calculated single cavity lifetime, in our CMOS-fabricated room-temperature chip with 

cavities a few microns in dimension allowing easy integration with room-temperature 

systems. Guided by ab initio three-dimensional numerical simulations and theoretical 

analyses, there is remarkable agreement with theoretical predictions and with our 

multipump beam approach, control of cavity resonances and the phase in between is 

possible, while the standing-wave wavelength-scale photon localization allows direct 

scalability for chip-scale optical pulse trapping and coupled-cavity QED. We used defect-

type cavities, formed with three missing air holes (L3) in an air-bridge triangular-lattice 

photonic crystal membrane in order to get the coherent interference thus the optical delay.   

4.2 Coupled Mode Theory and Numerical Simulations 

Our system, modeled in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, consists of a photonic crystal 

waveguide side-coupled to four photonic crystal cavities. From coupled mode theory [12] 

the dynamical equations for the cavity mode amplitudes are  

 

 

where n is the cavity number, ω is the resonant frequency, a is the normalized cavity 

mode amplitude and s is the normalized waveguide mode amplitude. Assuming that there 
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is no significant nonlinear absorption, the total loss rate for the resonance mode is  

   where    

is the decay rate from the cavity into the waveguide (continuum) and κ 

(                                 ) is the coupling coefficient. Phase between the cavities is given 

by                              ,where neff is 2.768 at 1550nm.  
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Figure 4.2 | Schematic and calculated ouput spectrum of L3 coupled cavity system. a, 

Simplified model of the system which is consisting of four point-defect cavities in a 2D 

PC slab. b, Calculated output spectrum of the coupled cavity system where there is 

tranperancy window. c, Calculated temporal response of the system with the transmission 

in b.   
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Figure 4.3 | Schematic  for multi coupled cavity system. The concept of optical EIT 

can be generalized into optical multiple EIT. Similar to N-level cascade atomic systems 

(N−2 areas of EIT transparency windows), all-optical EIT with two coupled resonators 

can also be generalized into N resonators. 
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Figure 4.4 | Theory, simulation, fabrication and experiment of L3 coupled cavity 

system. a, Simplified model of the system which is consisting of four point-defect 

cavities in a 2D PC slab. b, Ey field intensity of coupled-cavity transparency mode 

between two L3 cavities. c, SEM of the fabricated sample with a = 420 nm; r = 0.261a; t 

= 0.595a. Each cavity is tuned (S1 = 0.15a) for high intrinsic Q. Scale bar: 2µm. d, 

Example of near-infrared top view image of 2 cavities with very close resonant frequency. 
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4.3 Experiments 

4.3.1 Fabrication and disorder 

The parameters are finalized using 3D finite difference time domain (FDTD) 

calculations (Fig.4.4b) and samples are fabricated using 248 nm UV lithography, with 

low (sub-20 Å) statistically quantified disorder [13] (example scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) in Fig. 4.4c). The single-crystal device layer is 250 nm thick and on 

top of a 1 µm buried oxide; the buried oxide is subsequently etched away to form an air-

bridged membrane structure for our experiments. The membrane has a thickness of 

0.595a and hole radius of 0.261a, where the lattice period a = 420 nm. The position of 

the nearest neighbor holes are shifted by 0.15a to tune the radiation mode field for 

increasing the intrinsic Q factors [14]. The separation between the center of the 

waveguide and the center of the cavity is 2√3a. We designed the L3 cavities coupled to 

the photonic crystal waveguide with intrinsic Q factor Qv as ~ 60,000, the waveguide-

cavity coupling Q factor Qin ~ 1,600, the total Q factor Qtot ~ 1560, and the modal volume 

V is ~ 0.74 cubic wavelengths [(λ/n)
3]. Qv/Qin is needed to be high in order to operate in 

the strongly overcoupled regime for stronger in-plane interference. The experimental Q 

factors are different than designed ones, mainly because of the fluctuations in the 

fabricated structures, small perturbations and slightly angled etched sidewalls. For a 

single cavity, the Qtot was measured around 4500 and using the measured Qtot and -15dB 

resonance deep we calculated the Qv and Qin around 25000 and 5000 respectively [15]. 

The interacting cavities are designed identically which means all the parameters are 
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exactly same. However due the slight fabrication error, the actual resonant frequencies 

are not exactly same but very close as it is supposed to be to obtain the necessary 

conditions for coherent interaction. When the two cavity resonances are close enough and 

the cavity to cavity round trip phase satisfy the condition of forming a Fabry-Pérot 

resonance (2nπ), the system represents an all-optical analogue of EIT which has been 

examined with two and three cavities in our recent studies [11], resulting a photon delay 

that is a longer than both cavity lifetimes (calculated as 3.39 ps each) combined.  

4.3.2 Local thermo-optical tuning 

We measured temporal delays of up to 17.1 ps at the transmitted signal at the 

transparency frequency. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.6, where a 1 GHz 

modulated tunable laser is coupled into the mutli-cavity system. In order to increase the 

coupling efficiency between the optical fiber and the waveguides, we used nanotaper 

structures at both the input and output ends of the waveguides [16]. Two polarization 

controllers are used; first one is for getting the optimal modulation and the second one for 

tuning the light to transverse-electric (TE) polarization and then couple into the chip with 

a tapered lensed fiber. At the waveguide output, there is another tapered lensed fiber 

coupled to the chip to get the output signal. Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is used 

to get the desired power level for the high speed photo detector and an auto tracking filter 

is used to filter the EDFA noise. Finally, a digital sampling oscilloscope recorded the 

relative delays between different wavelengths. To align the cavity resonances and tune 

the phase between cavities, we heat the chip locally with frequency-doubled 532-nm 
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pump lasers to get the desired state by increasing refractive index of silicon with a rate of 

1.85 × 10-4 /K at 1.55 µm [17]. This process is summarized in Fig. 4.5 and a picture 

from the laboratory environment is seen in Fig 4.7. 
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Figure 4.5 | Thermo-optical tuning; a, Two 532 nm continuous wave lasers with a 5 

µm spot size at a cavity and interconnecting waveguide region are used for thermal 

tunning. Refractive index change is 1.85x10-4 / K at 300 K and we estimate 16 K 

temperature rise per milliwatt pump. Pump positions and powers are carefully selected to 

precisely control the resonant frequencies and the phase between the cavities in order to 

get the ideal coherent interference. b-f, Transmission spectrum change with increasing 

power in laser # 1 in a, assuming the phase condition is matched. g-k, Transmission 

spectrum change with increasing power in laser # 2 in a, assuming the detuning condition 

is matched.  
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Figure 4.6 | Experimental Setup. The straight lines represent optical fibers and dashed 

lines are coaxial cables. A high speed electro-optic modulator generates a sinusoidal 

probe beam of 1 GHz.  
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Figure 4.7 | Picture of the measurement setup. Laboratory environment is seen when 

there are XYZ stages to measure the transmission and external pump laser to locally tune 

the chip for desired conditions. 
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4.4 Group delay from optical EIT 

As shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, the group velocity delays can be tuned up to 5× 

(17.1 ps) the single cavity lifetimes. Further delays can be improved with increased 

number of coupled cavities and increased cavity Q of the cavities, where Qint up to 

100,000 are feasible [17]. These measurements have been performed with the help of 

James F. McMillan. 

Here we present results from 3 different experiments. Fig.4.10 shows the 

comparison between calculated transmission coefficient,                  , and the 

experimentally measured transmission spectrum and the corresponding  

theoretical,            , and the experimental  delay values. As can be seen in Fig.1d, there 

are 4 L3 cavities, here we work with 3 of them, the first one has a resonance around λ = 

1532.5 and it is out of our spectrum (1533.5-1535nm). Fig. 4.10a. shows the transmission 

spectrum of three cavities where two of them are almost at the same frequency, with the 

cavity resonances are λ2 = 1533.52 nm, λ3 = 1533.98 nm and λ4 = 1534.02 nm, as noted 

before the difference is because of the fabrication mismatch. Fig. 4.10e. shows the 

corresponding delay values for the initial transmission spectrum without any tuning at the 

cavity  resonances. There is no significant spectral feature as expected, except for the 

noise coming from the Fabry Perot resonances and the electronic equipment. As we start 

pumping, the resonances shift to longer wavelengths and by adjusting the position of the 

pump we can be able to get two resonances close enough to obtain the coherent 

interaction. In addition, we focus the second pump laser on the photonic crystal 
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waveguide between the cavities in order to get the required phase condition. Fig. 4.10b 

shows one of the examples where the coherent interaction and the optical analogue of 

EIT were obtained. The resonant frequencies now are λ2 = 1534.10 nm, λ3 = 1534.20 nm 

and λ4 = 1534.32 nm. A larger shift at λ1 occurred due to the local heating. Fig. 3f shows 

again the delay values corresponding to the condition in Fig. 3b and there is 17.1ps delay 

at the transparency wavelength which is 5 times more than a calculated delay of a single 

cavity. The reason why there is only one transparency peak is the fact that the required 

phase condition has not been satisfied for the other peak. We match the spectral features 

of both the transmission and the delay spectrum by breaking the phase condition by -0.1π 

for the other peak. When we further optimize the pumping locations and the powers we 

get a better coherent interaction between the cavities with two transparency windows 

which are shown on Fig. 4.10g. In this case, the resonant values are 1534.20 nm, 1534.35 

nm and 1534.51 nm and the recorded relative delays at the EIT wavelengths are 16.48ps 

and 13.29ps. Here we calculated an extra 0.05π phase difference for the second peak 

which we cannot remove without affecting the other conditions. We note that the unused 

cavity has also been shifted without affecting the spectrum with a maximum resonant 

wavelength of 1533.63nm and we also note that the exact positions of the pumps have 

critical importance and allow better tuning. For instance; moving the pump that adjusts 

the phase, we can obtain relative move at the resonant frequencies without breaking the 

phase condition. For all of the theoretical fits we have used Qv = 25000 and Qin = 5000. 
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Figure 4.8 | Coupled mode theory calculations and the experimental results for two 

cavity system. a. Two resonances are close enough and the coherent interference occurs. 

b. Measured and theoretical optical delay corresponding to a with; 17.1ps. 
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Figure 4.9 | Coupled mode theory calculations and the experimental results for two 

cavity system. a. Three resonances are close enough and the coherent interference occurs. 

b. Measured and theoretical optical delay corresponding to a with; 16.48 and 13.29 ps. 
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Figure 4.10 | Comparison between coupled mode theory calculations and the 

experimental results. Measured and theoretical transmission line shapes with various 

detuning and the phase differences. a. Cavity resonances are carefully adjusted and there 

is not transparency window. b-c. Three resonances are close enough and the coherent 

interference occurs. f-g. Measured and theoretical optical delay corresponding to b-c with 

17.1ps for b and 16.48 and 13.29 for c. d-h. Histogram of the delay values in f-g where 

the values for the transparency frequencies are distinctive. 
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4.5 Discussion 

In our experimental data, there is an observable Fabry-Perot noise which is due to 

the reflections between the different interfaces. In addition to this, there is also noise 

coming from the electronic equipment in the setup and these make the noise in the delay 

measurements comparable with the expected delay. However the repeatable 

measurements were saved in the oscilloscope after 64 times averaging and the delay 

values are always greater than the maximum noise, therefore noise only makes the delay 

less observable. In addition, when we statistically analyze the delay values and calculate 

the standard deviation of the noise in our data we clearly see the difference between the 

Fabry-Perot noise and delay region. In Fig. 3f, σ = 5.87ps and all the noise is between -

1.99 σ and 1.76 σ where the transparency peak is 2.88 σ, and in Fig 3g, σ = 5.04ps and all 

the noise is between -1.48 σ and 1.92 σ with the transparency peak values of 3.27 σ and 

2.64 σ respectively. This makes the transparency peak values 6.57ps and 6.81ps larger 

than the maximum noise value for the Fig.3f and Fig.3g. The corresponding histograms 

for the delay values of Fig. 3f-g are shown in Fig. 3d-h respectively. 

In summary, we demonstrate time-domain optical delay measurements and 

observed slow- light in our multi-coupled photonic crystal cavities. We observe tunable 

delay measurements on CMOS-fabricated devices through coherent multi-cavity 

interactions, with a delay of up to 5× the single cavity lifetime. These observations 

support applications towards all-optical trapping of light in a solid-state scalable 

implementation.
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Chapter 5 

On-chip filters based on phase velocity control 
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5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we show how we can implement the phase velocity control in 

future integrated photonic devices. We demonstrate chip-scale flat-top filters in near 

infrared wavelength using negative index photonic crystal based Mach Zehnder 

interferometers. Supported by three-dimensional numerical simulations; we 

experimentally show how one can engineer high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band 

reject filters by designing the photonic band diagram in terms of both band-gap and away 

from band-gap frequencies for different polarizations. We further demonstrate that our 

approach can be used to have filters that have tunable multi-level response for different 

sections of the spectrum. This configuration enables deterministic control of the 

bandwidth and the rejection ratio of the filters for integrated photonic circuits. 

Dielectric materials which are periodic in one dimension have been introduced as 

frequency filters for electromagnetic (EM) radiation decades ago [1]. Then, with the 

invention of photonic crystals in the late 1980s [2, 3] wavelength-scale periodicity in two 

and three dimensions allowed researchers study many new phenomena [4-10]. Left-

handed metamaterials (LHMs) which was also characterized theoretically decades ago 

[13] are artificial composites having both negative permittivity and permeability [11-12]. 

These conditions allow LHMs to have negative refraction indices. Their uncommon 

physical properties have sparked intense interest in these materials and many groups have 

been studied LHMs [14-17]. However, although it has been shown that metallic based 

LHMs can also operate in optical frequencies [18], they have large optical losses. To 
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overcome this problem, it has been shown that photonic crystals can have effective 

negative index of refraction in a certain frequency range [19-20] and this can lead to 

many applications such as zero phase delay lines and the subdiffraction imaging [21-25].  

Here, we introduce on-chip filter designs with photonic crystals by studying them 

in terms of the wavelengths at which they are transparent. This is particularly important 

as most of the research on photonic crystals to date, especially those related to filtering, 

has focused more on the band gaps, ignoring effects that occur in transparent wavelengths. 

We show that once integrated in a Mach Zehnder Interferometer (MZI), different kinds of 

filters can be realized based on their nontrivial phase effects coming from negative 

refractive characteristic in the transparent region. Here, the phase difference leading to 

interference originates from the imbalance in the refractive indices of two arms, instead 

of the physical length difference as in the most free-space interferometric applications. 

This is an advantage of the precise fabrication techniques in the integrated photonics, and 

has been used by several groups [25, 26].  

5.2 Design of the photonic crystal 

The hexagonal photonic structures region (Fig. 1a left inset) is made of air holes 

etched into a dielectric Si slab (nSi=3.48), with lattice period a = 423 nm and slab 

thickness t = 320 nm, placed on top of a silica substrate (nSiO2=1.46). The band diagram 

of the photonic crystal with a hole-to-lattice constant (r/a) ratio of 0.283 (r ~ 120 nm) is 

shown in Fig. 1b-c (see below for detailed discussion on band diagram). The two-

dimensional (2D) hexagonal photonic crystal has a negative index within the spectral 
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band of 0.27 to 0.278, in normalized frequency of ωa/2πc, or 1520 nm to 1566 nm 

wavelengths, such as reported earlier for near-field imaging [25]. Here, the effective 

index of refraction is negative since k decreases with ω [23]. It should be noted that the 

definition of this phase index of refraction is with respect to the wavevector in the first 

Brillouin zone by following the vast literature [27, 28]. Alternative definitions can also be 

used, such as the wavevector of the plane wave with the largest amplitude in the Fourier 

series decomposition of the Bloch mode [29], however our approach is a convenient 

method to analyze the phase properties of the optical modes of the photonic crystal.    

The photonic crystal slabs are integrated with MZI to facilitate the phase delay 

measurements. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the imbalanced interferometer is designed such 

that after splitting from the Y-branch (Fig. 1a right inset), a single-mode input channel 

waveguide adiabatically tapers (over ~ 400 µm) to match the width of the photonic 

crystal slabs. In our fabricated devices, the longitudinal direction of the superlattice (z-

axis) coincides with the Γ-M axis of the hexagonal photonic crystal.  

First, we have designed the photonic crystal band structure. The band diagram in 

Fig. 1b is calculated by using RSoft’s BandSOLVE that implements a numerical method 

based on the plane wave expansion of the electromagnetic field. 3D simulations have 

been performed to calculate 30 bands and for each band the corresponding values of the 

effective refractive index have also been determined. In all these numerical simulations a 

convergence tolerance of 10-8 has been used. The photonic bands have been divided into 

transverse magnetic like (TM-like) and transverse electric like (TE-like), according to 
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their parity symmetry. The design parameters are the thickness of the slab, t, the radius of 

the holes, r, and the period of the photonic crystal, a, which is conventionally used as the 

normalization factor in the frequency axis.  
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Figure 1 | Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and band diagram of 

the PhC. a, Schematic representation of the MZI. Right inset; SEM of a sample, showing 

the PhC layer with with a=423 nm, r/a = 0.276, and t/a = 0.756 (the scale bar = 5 µm). 

Left inset; a zoomed-in SEM of the Y-branch. b, Band diagram of the PhC with the 

parameters given in a. Inset: first Brillouin zones of the hexagonal PhC. The TM-like 

(TE-like) photonic bands are depicted in blue (darker) [red (lighter)]. The light cone is 

denoted by the green lines. c, A zoom-in of the spectral domain corresponding to 

experimental region of interest. Experiments were performed in the spectral region 

marked by the two horizontal dashed lines. The effective refractive indices corresponding 

TM-like bands are determined from the relation k= ω|n|(note that for the second band the 

effective index of refraction is negative since k decreases with ω [23] 
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5.3 Simulations 

Similar to the Chapter 2, we have taken our initial parameters from our recent 

study [25] and varied t, r and a one at a time with small incremental steps as it will cover 

the experimental range and observed the dependence of the band diagram to each of them. 

Results of three simulations from each case are summarized in the Fig. 2. Note that, 

within our operating wavelength range (Fig. 1c) mainly there are two TM-like bands, one 

with positive refractive index and the other one with negative refractive index, and an 

almost complete TE-like bandgap. Thus the summary analysis here only shows TM 

polarization for the sake of simplicity however the dependence of the TE bands has also 

been studied. 

Figure 2a shows TM band diagram with r variation where the bands shift to 

higher frequency with increasing r/a ratio and the band gaps broaden since we played 

with the dielectric contrast distribution [4]. The shifts in the TE bands were more than the 

shift in TM bands. This is due to the fact that TE modes are more planer than TM modes 

and are more sensitive to r/a change. Figure 2b shows t variation where this time bands 

shift to lower frequency with increasing t/a ratio but the band gaps still broaden. In this 

case, the shifts in the TM bands were more than the shift in TE bands and the reason is 

that TM modes are more vertical and more sensitive to t/a change. Finally we have varied 

a. In order to be able to see the variation better, this time we have plotted our results in 

wavelength instead of the normalized frequency in Fig. 2c. As expected, the band 
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diagram scales up with the period of the photonic crystal and bands shift to higher 

wavelength with increasing a. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2 | Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to parameter variations. a, 

Band diagram change of the PhC with respect to radius (r/a) change, t/a has been kept 

constant at 0.744. Three of the many calculations for different r/a are shown here. The 

TM-like bands are plotted only. As r/a increases, TE-like bands shifts more and both TE-

like and TM-like band-gaps widen. Y axis on the right is calculated for a = 430nm. b, 

Same as in a, but for thickness (t/a) change. r/a has been kept constant at 0.279. As t/a 

increases, TM-like bands shifts more and band-gaps widen. c, Same as in a, but for 

period (a) change. In numerical calculations, t/a and r/a are changed together at the same 

rate so that effectively period variation is obtained. As expected the both bands scale with 

a and band-gaps widen as a increases. In three figures, the red (dashed) line corresponds 

to the same design with r = 120 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm.  
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5.4 Fabrication and experiments 

Next, we fabricated our devices with the parameters picked for different purposes 

by using the simulation results presented above. The photonic crystal structures shown in 

Fig. 1a were fabricated with electron-beam lithography with ZEP520A (100%) positive 

tone e-beam resist and JEOL JBX6300FS electron-beam lithography system was used to 

expose the pattern. For pattern transferring into silicon, we employed an Oxford 

instruments Plasmalab 100 for performing cryogenic etching of silicon [30], using an 

inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etcher (ICP-RIE). The chip was cleaved and 

mounted on the sample holder for measurements.  

To examine the phase difference between different designs on two arms and get a 

filtering operation experimentally, we designed and fabricated 80 unit cells of photonic 

crystals on first arm of MZI with one design and in the second arm, we place another 

photonic crystal section with another design [25]. We kept a unchanged in order to have 

the same total physical length on both arms, for the same number of unit cells in the 

photonic crystal sections. By following this approach, the sections of the MZI that do not 

contain photonic crystal regions are identical and thus one isolates the two photonic 

crystal sections as the only source for the measured phase difference. The phase 

difference in the MZI is given by ( )2211 LL ββφ −=∆  where iβ  is the wavevector and iL  

is the length of the arms in the MZI. When we take into account that we keep iL same, we 

have ( )Lnn 21

2
−=∆

λ

π
φ  and in is the refractive index of the devices and 21 nn − is almost 
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constant, this results in two flat levels in the interference output. In order to get a filtering 

behavior, we need phase difference even multiple of π ( πnknn IIondbandIfirstband =− −− sec ) for 

one level and odd multiple of π ( ( )π1+=− −− nknn IIfirstbandIfirstband ) for the other level, 

where k is an integer. 

Transmission is measured with amplified spontaneous emission source, in-line 

fiber polarizer with a polarization controller to in-couple the light with a tapered lensed 

fiber, and an optical spectrum analyzer.  

Figure 3 presents high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band-reject filters 

experimentally. In Figure 3a, individual transmission spectrum for the designs on the two 

arms of the MZI in shown. Green (solid) line is the transmission of 80 unit cells of 

photonic crystal with r = 100 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm and the Red (dashed) line is 

the transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 120nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm. In 

Figure 3b, MZI transmission with the designs in Fig.3a on the two arms of the MZI with 

both 68 unit cells of PhC. The transmission is higher for the wavelengths between 1580 

and 1620 nm and lower for the wavelengths between 1520 and 1560 nm, a typical 

response of a high pass filter. Furthermore, when we have 76 unit cells of photonic 

crystal in both arms with same designs, this time the transmission is lower for the 

wavelengths between 1580 and 1620 nm and higher for the ones between 1520 and 1560 

nm, thus a low pass filter.  

Next, we changed the designs by decreasing the period in order to get narrower 

band-gaps thus, faster transition. In Fig. 3d, the transmission spectrum for individual 
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designs with parameters r = 112 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 410 nm (green (solid) line) and r 

= 100nm, t = 320 nm and a = 410 nm (red (dashed) line) are shown. MZI transmission 

with these designs on the two arms of the MZI with both 100 unit cells of photonic 

crystals is behaving like a band pass filter (the band is between 1535 and 1550 nm) and 

the spectrum can be seen in Fig. 3e. Transmission is high for the, a band pass filter. 

Moreover when there are 130 unit cells of photonic crystal the transmission is lower for 

the band between 1535 and 1550 nm, the output of the MZI is a band reject filter as 

shown in Fig. 3f. 
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Figure 3 | Experimental observation of high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band-

reject filters. a, Transmission spectrum for the designs on the two arms of the MZI in 

Figure 1a. Green (solid) line: Transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 100 nm, t = 

320 nm and a = 430 nm. Red (dashed) line: Transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 

120nm, t = 320 nm and a = 430 nm. b, MZI transmission with the designs in a on the two 

arms of the MZI with both 68 unit cells of PhC. Transmission is high (low) for the 

wavelengths between 1580 and 1620 nm (1520 and 1560 nm), a high pass filter. c, Same 

as in b but for 76 unit cells of PhC. Transmission is low (high) for the wavelengths 

between 1580 and 1620 nm (1520 and 1560 nm), a low pass filter. d, Same as in a but 

Green (solid) line for r = 112 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 410 nm, red (dashed) line for r = 

100nm, t = 320 nm and a = 410 nm. e, MZI transmission with the designs in d on the two 

arms of the MZI with both 100 unit cells of PhC. Transmission is high for the band 
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between 1535 and 1550 nm, a band pass filter. f, Same as in e but for 130 unit cells of 

PhC. Transmission is low for the band between 1535 and 1550 nm, a band reject filter. 
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 Finally, we designed a filter that has multi-level response in the spectrum; we 

have different rejection ratios for different regions in the spectrum and we have the 

ability of designing the width of the regions in the spectrum as well as the rejection ratios. 

Again, we have analyzed the individual designs first. Figure 4a shows the spectrum for 

the designs on the two arms of the MZI. Green (solid) line is the transmission of 80 unit 

cells of photonic crystal with r = 100 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 420nm and the red (dashed) 

line is the transmission of same number of unit cells with r = 115 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 

420nm. The band-gap in the second design needs more number of unit cells to be formed 

totally but it is not important as we deal with the transparent region in this paper. Figure 

4b shows the MZI transmission with the designs presented in Fig. 4a and with both 70 

unit cells of photonic crystals and there are three levels; first level is between 1520 nm 

and 1560 nm where both designs have negative index values, second level is between 

1575 nm and 1590 nm where first design has positive index, second design has negative 

index and the third level is between 1600nm and 1620 nm where both designs have 

positive index. This filter with its multi-level response is broadly tunable can be used 

widely in integrated photonics such as a variable attenuator. 
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Figure 4 | Observation of multi-level response filter. a, Transmission spectrum for the 

designs on the two arms of the MZI in Figure 1a. Green (solid) line: Transmission of 80 

unit cells of PhC with r = 100 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 420nm. Red (dashed) line: 

Transmission of 80 unit cells of PhC with r = 115 nm, t = 320 nm and a = 420nm. b, MZI 

transmission with the designs in a on the two arms of the MZI with both 70 unit cells of 

PhC. Transmission has three levels; first level is between 1520 nm and 1560 nm where 

both designs have negative index values, second level is between 1575 nm and 1590 nm 

where first design has positive index, second design has negative index and the third level 

is between 1600nm and 1620 nm where both designs have positive index.  

5.5 Discussion 

In summary, we demonstrate integrated optical filters that can be adjusted in 

terms of bandwidth and the rejection ratio for different parts of the spectrum via band 

diagram engineering in negative index photonic crystal slabs. We observe filtering 

operations on CMOS-fabricated devices through nontrivial phase effects in the 

transparent region of the photonic crystals instead of the band gap. These observations 

are first demonstrations of these kinds of filters and responses can easily be improved by 
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the fabrication techniques that will support applications in photonic integrated circuits 

with scalable implementations. 
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Chapter 6 

Future outlook in classical and quantum applications  
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6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss how the devices we have introduced can be useful for 

classical and quantum optical devices. In the classical side, we show that in three 

dimensional photonic crystals, we can also obtain the same phenomena and this is 

particularly exciting because the photonic crystals will have the best analogy with solid 

state physics when they are in three dimensional [1-27]. We will also show some 

numerical and experimental work on this topic. Next we discuss about linear optical 

quantum computing where we can use linear optical elements that we have discussed 

during this thesis in order to get quantum efficiency [28-35]. This is also very important 

because we are able to use the integrated photonic and the state of the art fabrication 

facilities which make precise fabrication possible which is a must for quantum optical 

devices. In addition, many of the quantum information processing devices work based on 

entanglement and both phase and group velocity control is extremely important in order 

to get a good entanglement. From this point of view, the devices that we have designed 

and presented in this thesis have many possible applications in linear optical quantum 

computing and we will present one of them. Here we present how we can construct a 

quantum SWAP gate which essentially swaps the entanglement between momentum and 

polarization by implementing three consecutive CNOT gates.   
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6.2 Negative refraction and self-collimation in three 

dimensional photonic crystals 

We start with an application that involves negative refraction in three dimensional 

photonic crystals. After a number of different MPB simulations with different parameters 

scanned, we have finalized the design parameters. For instance, Fig. 6.1e-f is an example 

of body centered cubic lattice. At the normalized frequency 0.3 we have the convex equal 

frequency surface (EFS) and negative refraction and at 0.28 we have a flat EFS where at 

that particular propagation direction we have self-collimation. For BCC lattice the 

challenge was the fabrication.  

Then we moved on to the diamond lattice where I could use the modification 

proposed by the MIT for ease of fabrication. Basically, we use dielectric rods connecting 

nearest-neighbor sites in the diamond lattice and fabricate layer by layer. Since we have a 

3d crystal with constant cross-section layers, we can build our 3d structure one layer at a 

time. Figure 6.1b-d shows the design, simulation and the fabrication for this particular 

application. 
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Figure 6.1 | Three dimensional photonic crystal band diagram and fabrication 

results; a, Diamond lattice b, Simulation of a diomand-like lattice type which enables to 

obtain three dimensional structure layer by layer. c, Band diagram of the structure which 

is shown in b with the parameters radius/period = 0.33 length/period = 0.7  epsilon =30. 

Flat equal frequency surface means there is self-collimation at that wavelength. d, 

Fabricated sample with the parameters fixed with simulation. e, Equal frequency surface 

is convex and bigger than the one for air; indicative of negative refraction with body 
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centered cubic lattice. f, Equal frequency surface is flat; indicative of self-collimation 

with body centered cubic lattice 

 

6.3 Linear optical quantum computing with integrated 

photonics 

This section is about linear optical quantum computing where we can use linear optical 

elements that we have discussed during this thesis in order to get quantum efficiency [28-

35]. We are able to use the integrated photonics and the state of the art fabrication 

facilities which make precise fabrication possible, a must for quantum optical devices. 

Many of the quantum information processing devices work based on the entanglement. 

This makes phase velocity and group velocity control extremely important. Therefore, the 

devices that we have designed and presented in this thesis have many possible 

applications in linear optical quantum computing and we will present two of them.  

Here a quantum SWAP gate which essentially swaps the entanglement between 

momentum and polarization by implementing three consecutive CNOT gates [33] and C-

Phase gate which a uses a combination of first and second order interference to obtain 

phase controlled action in 1/9 of the cases [34-35].   

The schematic of the SWAP gate where there are three CNOT gates with first and 

last one is of the same kind is shown in Fig. 6.2. Here we use, Momentum-CNOT, 

Polarization C-NOT, Momentum-CNOT. Simulation results for the P-CNOT gate where 
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we need different polarizations leave the directional coupler from different port; 

polarizing directional coupler is in Fig. 6.2b. Top inset is for TE polarization, bottom 

inset for TM polarization. In Fig. 6.2c, there is fabricated chip where we see the on-chip 

P-CNOT gate. In Fig. 6d-e On-chip polarization rotator and mode converter for the M-

CNOT gate design can be seen. The input and output waveguides have cross sections that 

are 200nmX400nm and 400nmx200nm respectively. The only difference between mode 

converter and polarization rotator is that the tip is in the middle so there is not 

polarization rotation. 

C-Phase gate is also based on the directional couplers where the reflectivity is 

polarization dependent. We have simulated and fabricated two different designs (Fig. 

6.3b-c). In Fig 6.3b, there are three vertical levels. First and the third level are integrated 

polarizing beam splitters where the reflectivity is 0 for one polarization and 1 for the 

opposite polarization. In the second level, the reflectivity is 1/3 for the corresponding 

polarization. Due to the first and third level, we have one polarization in the middle and 

the opposite polarization in the up and down sections in the second level. In the second 

design, there are two levels where in the first (second) level we have reflectivity of 1 

(1/3) for one polarization and 1/3 (1) for the other polarization. In the analysis of the 

performance of the gate we perform state tomography on the output states [36]. We 

theoretically calculate the output density matrix for the input state 

( )VViVHiHVHHin +++=Ψ
2
1

 which is one of the possibilities that can give 
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maximally entangled output and the results are shown in Fig. 6.4 and the experimental 

configuration is shown in Fig 6.3a. 

After the devices are classically characterized using tunable laser sources, we 

have performed experiments with entangled photon pairs. We obtain our pairs from 

spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser 

and BBO crystal. In Fig. 6.5, experimental setup that is for detecting the number pairs 

generated from SPDC and experimental results that shows more than 1000 coincidence 

counts per second in the free space can be seen in Fig. 6.5a-b. In addition, in Fig. 6.5c-d 

after chip results are presented. 
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Figure 6.2 | SWAP gate configuration with integrated photonics elements; a, The 

schematic of the SWAP gate where there are three CNOT gates with first and last one is 

of the same kind. Here we use, Momentum-CNOT, Polarization C-NOT, Momentum-

CNOT.  b, Simulation results for the P-CNOT gate where we need different polarizations 

leave the directional coupler from different port; polarizing directional coupler. c, 

Fabricated chip where we see the on-chip P-CNOT gate. d, On-chip polarization rotator 

for the M-CNOT gate design. The input and output waveguides have cross sections that 

are 200nmX400nm and 400nmx200nm respectively. e, Mode converter for M-CNOT 

gate. The only difference between mode converter and polarization rotator is that the tip 

is in the middle so there is not polarization rotation. 
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Figure 6.3 |Experimental setup for c-phase gate; a, Experimental configuration for 

state tomography. b, First C-Phase gate design. There are three vertical levels. First and 

the third level, the reflectivity is 0 for one polarization and 1 for the opposite polarization. 

In the second level, the reflectivity is 1/3 for the corresponding polarization. c, Second C-

Phase gate design, two levels where in the first (second) level we have reflectivity of 1 

(1/3) for one polarization and 1/3 (1) for the other polarization. 
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Figure 6.4 | State tomography calculations.  Theoretically expected  output density 

matrix for the input state 
( )VViVHiHVHHin +++=Ψ

2
1
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Figure 6.5 |Experimental setup and measurements for characterization of the 

quantum gates; a, Experimental setup that is only for detecting the number pairs 

generated from the spontaneous parametric down conversion. b, Experimental results that 

shows more than 1000 coincidence counts per second in the free space. c, Experimental 

setup that is for detecting the number pairs generated from the spontaneous parametric 

down conversion after chip. b, Experimental results that shows 6 coincidence counts per 

second after chip. 
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